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CEO’S letter

Sorry, sorry. It’s all our fault
Sweden’s fault, that is. It was here that

the hysteria, which seems to have spread
all over Europe, began. And I recently heard
a rumour that it had claimed its first victim
in America. I’m referring, of course, to the
hysteria characterised by the symptom:
“sudden desire to tattoo a dragon on your
back”ˮ. The only known cure appears to be
further immersion in Stieg Larsson’s
Millennium trilogy. In France alone, 550 (!)
film copies of The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo (Män som hatar kvinnor) are doing
the cinema rounds, and it wouldn’t surprise
me to see one or two Lisbeth Salander
lookalikes on the Croisette in Cannes.
French fashion magazines have, I gather,
been running features on how to dress as
the young computer hacker.
If lookalikes aren’t your thing, you can
read about the screen original in this
issue of Swedish Film. Noomi Rapace, who
has drawn plaudits from all quarters for
her portrayal of Lisbeth Salander, talks
about working on the films.
Now and again, works come along that
leave a profound and lasting impression
on film history. Just whether the Millennium trilogy remains a symbol of Swedish
popular culture ten years from now
remains to be seen.
Yet someone whose position as a
national icon will probably stand forever is
Ingmar Bergman. Cannes plays host to the
premiere of Images from the Playground
(Bilder från lekstugan), a unique behindthe-scenes compilation by the legendary
director, author and film critic, Stig
Björkman. Read the interview, and take the
opportunity to see his film, with unique
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material in which Bergman appears both
behind and in front of the camera. And be
sure not to miss Lars von Trier’s new film
Antichrist, a Danish-Swedish co-production
selected to compete at Cannes this year.
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Those of you who came to Cannes last

year may well remember the puppet from
The Tale of Little Puppetboy (Sagan om den
lilla dockpojken), one of the keenest party
animals on the festival circuit. Johannes
Nyholm is back this time round with
another short, Dreams from the Woods
(Drömmar från skogen) selected for the
Directors’ Fortnight. And a Swedish short
chosen for the Critics’ Week is Seeds of the
Fall (Slitage) by Patrik Eklund, whose
Situation Frank screened in the same
section in 2007.
Great things are anticipated from both
these young directors. Read more about
them in this issue, where you’ll also find
an interview with Teresa Fabik, who
reveals what it was like to make Starring
Maja (Prinsessa), her first film since her
2004 debut success The Ketchup Effect
(Hip hip hora!). So what are you waiting
for? Sit back, turn the pages and wallow
in the excitement that is Swedish film.
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The latest in Swedish cinema.

11 	JOHANNES NYHOLM
The puppet master who brought us The Tale of Little Puppet Boy (Sagan om den
lilla dockpojken) is back in Cannes with his latest short film Dreams from the
Woods (Drömmar från skogen).

12 	Producer on the move
Meet Erik Hemmendorff, the producer behind the production company Plattform
and last year’s Cannes entry Involuntary (De ofrivilliga).

14 	Noomi Rapace
Will the role as Lisbeth Salander in the keenly-awaited adaptation of Stieg
Larsson’s Millennium trilogy turn Noomi Rapace into Sweden’s next international
star?

18 	Teresa Fabik
It took five years to follow up her popular debut The Ketchup Effect (Hip Hip Hora!).
Now at last, Teresa Fabik is back with Starring Maja (Prinsessa).

20 	PATRIK EKlund
He visited Cannes with Situation Frank in 2007, and Sundance with Instead of
Abracadabra (Istället för Abrakadabra) in January. Now, Eklund’s new film Seeds
from the Fall (Slitage) is competing in the 48th International Critics’ Week.

22 	Tarik Saleh
Q: What do Juliette Lewis, Vincent Gallo and Udo Kier have in common besides
being somewhat, well…eccentric actors? A: They’re all doing voices in Tarik
Saleh’s animated Metropia.
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26 	Håkon Liu
Made in Taiwan – director Håkon Liu tells the story about a mother and son
who reunite for different reasons during a journey to the East.
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rationella).
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News

Carin Bräck
Attached to You (short)

Mamma Mia

Does the film have a message?

Åsa Johannisson Fish (short)

All mixed up
Bengt Alm

In Fish, actor/director Åsa Johannisson
blends different forms of art into a story
about an isolated woman going out into
the world when her much-loved goldfish
dies.

Åsa Johannisson.

Fish is a tragicomic, screamingly funny story
about a woman’s way out of loneliness.
When her only friend, a goldfish, dies she
has no choice but to get out into the real
world and meet real people.
The film is part of the Beyond and Within
project, which aims to study the points of
contact between the art forms of film, music,
circus and glass art (!).
Fish is a film entirely without dialogue,
largely told by means of choreographed
movements. How much has your creative
work been influenced by silent film?

“I like clowns as a form of expression and
am originally a mime artist myself. I like silent
8

The screenplay is by Carin Bräck,
who directed the film along with
animators Mia Hulterstam and
Cecilia Actis. During eight
intensive minutes we pass from
conception to birth, divorce and
teenage rebellion.
“I quickly realised the story
wasn’t right for
a feature. I
wanted colour
and a fast
tempo, lively
music and no
dialogue, so
clay animation
Carin Bräck.
was the perfect
vehicle,” says Carin Bräck.

movie artists like Buster Keaton and Charlie
Chaplin, and I also love musicals. I generally
enjoy combining different forms of art,”
explains Johannisson.

“Parental relationships
fascinate me, since they’re the
bedrock of other relationships we
form. We’ve had a lot of very
positive reactions to the film, and
that feels good.” PAOLA LANGDAL

Facts doris

You’re an actor as well as a director.
What do you find is the greatest
difference between those roles?

Fish and Attached to You both form
part of Doris, a film project debating
gender equality in the film industry.

“In both roles you learn from each other.
As a director you steer the course of events,
while as an actor or mime you help create
your own works. There’s also a big difference
between directing film and theatre. A theatre
director is more involved in what’s happening
in the actual room than a film director.”

• Doris aims to make nine short films
over a period of three years to investigate female film storytelling and to examine whether perspectives on gender
are different with women at the helm.

The film’s set design feels very carefully
considered. Has it been?

“Absolutely, every object tells its own
story. The 60s-inspired aesthetic could be
said to symbolise a welfare state that no
PER NYSTRÖM
longer exists.” 

• In the project’s manifesto four criteria are listed: all scripts should be written by women, all films should at least
have one female leading part, all primary functions concerning artistry
and decision making should be occupied by women, and all original music
should be composed by women.
• Read more at www.dorisfilm.se

Jörgen Persson

Peter Lloyd

Attached to You (Fäst vid dig),
a clay animation about what it
means to be a mother, scooped
the Viewers’ Choice Award in
the Startsladden short film
competition at the Göteborg
Int’l Film Festival in January.

Per Hanefjord Elkland (short)

Per Hanefjord.

Per Hanefjord’s Elkland has been
selected for the Edinburgh International Film Festival as a feature film.
Not bad for a 58 minute long graduation film.

When Henrik goes back home to
Northern Sweden to attend his father’s
funeral, he immediately runs into trouble.
Meeting his brother Ronny revives the
nagging competition that has clouded
their relationship since childhood.
Elkland, Per Hanefjord’s graduation
film from Stockholm’s prestigious
Univesity College of Film, is a melancholy
depiction of uneasy sibling relationships
and broken dreams.
Where did you get the idea for the
film?

Ola Magnestam

Frida Wendel

School’s out

Sweden and left it all behind?

“I’ve gathered inspiration from various
sources, mostly stories I’ve heard. The
seeds for Elkland were sown when I
talked to a guy from Estonia who’d
worked for a country undertaker.”

“Absolutely. When I visit my parents in
Lycksele it can seem as if time has stood
still. Like Henrik I can also feel that all
eyes are on me just because, of my sister
and myself, I’m the one who has chosen
to leave home.”

You were born in northern small town
Lycksele. So do you relate to Henrik,
who has grown up in rural northern

The title of the film comes from
Ronny’s desire to build a theme park
with elks to attract tourists. Is the film

a comment on the declining rural
population in northern Sweden?

“Yes, rural Sweden is increasingly
turning into a kind of museum. But the
fact that he has plans shows that Ronny
isn’t some kind of victim just because
he’s chosen to remain in the countryside. He has dreams and ambitions of
his own.” 

PER NYSTRÖM
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News
Jens Östberg
Small Game (short)

On the road

Maja Lindström The Gang of Lidingö (short)

Maja Lindström.

The Gang of Lidingö (Lidingöligan),
Maja Lindström’s humorous take on her
own upbringing, was awarded SEK
200,000 (some € 18,200) by Sveriges
Television and the Swedish Film
Institute in competition at this year’s
Göteborg International Film Festival.

In the early 1980s, Maja Lindström’s
left-wing radical family moved to Lidingö, an
upper-class suburb of Stockholm. When, in
the 90s, she read about the “Gang of
Lidingö” – locals who stole everything from
paintings and cars to vintage wines from
their well-heeled neighbours – it struck a
chord. She started thinking about the
mentality of the gang members, and how
she herself had been shaped by her
background.
“In many ways I recognised myself in their
way of thinking. My sisters and I quickly learnt
how to shoplift toys and the like, because we
wanted to own and have things too. We didn’t

know any of the real gang members, so the
film is more about our family and our identity.”
Why did you choose to make an animated film?

“The film is aimed at adults, but told from
a child’s viewpoint. I wanted to show how
children often act as sort of ‘mini’ ambassadors for adults, and animation was a good
medium to express their ‘naive’ opinions. My
partner, Lars [Nordén], and I worked on the
film for the best part of two years, most of
that time spent creating and making sets.”
What sort of reactions to the film are
you expecting?

Were the
reactions to the
film what you
expected?

“I wanted the
film to inspire a
Jens Östberg.
different kind of
seeing and listening. The fact that I
got an honourable mention from the
jury at the Göteborg Int’l Film
Festival was confirmation for me
that the aim of the film has succeeded to some degree. Apart from that I
assume a few people got bored, but
in my world that’s the first step to
self-knowledge.”
PAOLA LANGDAL

“I think a lot of people will maybe smile at
the upper class children and identify with my
family. It’s a kind of evaluation of those of us
who’ve made a subconscious identity shift.
The people who gave up fighting on the
barricades to join the fight to own more
things and have what other people have.”
PAOLA LANGDAL

Axel Petersén A Good Friend of Mr World (short)

Axel Petersén.
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Artist and director Axel Petersén has
made the short A Good Friend of Mr
World – an ultrasuggestive drama in
the underworld about a network of
men linked to Mr World, in Sweden,
London and Egypt.
What was your greatest challenge
when making your gangster film?

“The biggest challenge was working
with Sweden’s biggest star in any category,
Nabil Abdel Kader, who plays Mr World.

Doppelganger Film

Doppelganger Film

World in motion

The charisma drips off him like radiation.”
The film talks about [Sweden’s]

Crown Princess Victoria and her
boyfriend, gym owner Daniel Westling, who got engaged after the film
premiered. Why is that in the film?

“When that scene was shot it was
science fiction, a dark future where
Daniel was King, something the character
Pjotr could joke about with Mr World. I
thought it was funny at the time – not too
sure now though.” 
HENRIK EMILSON

Kristian Bengtsson

Garagefilm International AB

Stealing with style

“The film is based on reality and is
about two brothers who travel from
church to church while trying to deal
with their mother’s death. The aim
was to make a simple, character-led
movie in a minimalist epic style,” says
Östberg of the
project.
Kristian Bengtsson

Maja Lindström

Jens Östberg is already a recognised stage artist and choreographer. He now turns his hand to the
film format with the short film
based on short story Small Game
(Småvilt), which is reminiscent of
a classic road movie.

Johannes Nyholm Dreams from the Woods short Production information, www.sfi.se.

Secrets and lies

J

ohannes Nyholm is a filmmaker and video artist,
who in addition to making music videos for
bands like The Knife, The Soundtrack of Our
Lives and The Hellacopters, is continually experimenting with new material. Dreams from the Woods
(Drömmar från skogen) is a filmed shadow-play with
a soundtrack of sensitive music and a frail little girl
as the lead character.
“The idea for the short came from a music video I
made for the band Little Dragon. The music had a
dark, anxious edge which I tapped into through the

“I wanted to depict
a world so fragile
that the slightest
tremor can make it
fall apart”

tear-jerking depiction of a little girl wandering
through a dark wood. You could say that the film
starts where the video left off,” says Nyholm.
The nine minute film took almost six months to
make. An important part of the concept was to
have everything controlled by human hands and to
film in real time. Nyholm describes the shoot as
pretty tense.
“I wanted to depict a world so fragile that the
slightest tremor can make it fall apart. In some
scenes there were maybe 15 of us around the tiny
stage, and you can see every shake and tremble in
the film.”
Your creation “Puppetboy” led to several short
animated films and one longer study with actors.
Will you be reviving him?
“I still think that Puppetboy is an amusing character, but I’m pretty tired of bending over a doll’s house
for days on end making the actual animation. There
again, it was fun to make the version with normal actors. I can imagine working like that in the future.”

Joclo

Johannes nyholm

Last year his “Puppetboy” character from the acclaimed The Tale of Little Puppetboy, frolicked
on the red carpet in Cannes. Now, for second year running, Johannes Nyholm is back in the
Directors’ Fortnight with Dreams from the Woods. words PAOLA LANGDAL

Facts
JOHANNES NYHOLM
Born: 1974, lives in Göteborg
Background: Nyholm has studied
film, art, theatre and animation. Puppetboy, which received an Honorary
Mention at the Göteborg Int’l Film Festival and which scooped the International Jury Award as well as the Audience Award at the Hamburg Int’l Film
Festival in 2008, is a half hour live action short film based on Nyholm’s single chapter short films The Tale of Little
Puppetboy (Sagan om den lilla dockpojken). Three chapters were screened
at the 2008 Cannes Film Festival, Directors’ Fortnight.
Currently: Nyholm’s latest short film,
Dreams from the Woods (Drömmar
från skogen), is set to screen as part of
this year’s Directors’ Fortnight.
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Erik Hemmendorff producer on the move
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Seven years and runnin’
Producer on the Move Erik Hemmendorff wants to create an environment where “there’s
a feeling you’re doing something hard because it’s fun”. Martin Luther would be so proud.

S

even years ago, Plattform Produktion founders Erik Hemmendorff and Ruben Östlund
decided on an ambitious ten-year plan. One
of their goals was to premiere a film made by the
company at Cannes halfway through the period.
And they did it, if a little late, when Östlund’s Invol
untary (De ofrivilliga, 2008) was included in the Un
certain regard section in Cannes last year.
“We want to create an environment like the one
around directors like Bergman, Fassbinder and Godard. An environment where there’s a feeling that
you’re doing something hard because it’s fun,” says
Hemmendorff, aged 36.
Plattform is already making good progress. After
a successful year with several acclaimed releases,
Hemmendorff will attend this year’s Cannes festival as the Swedish representative in European Film
Promotion’s Producers on the Move.
“Obviously I’m proud. I’ll be trying to find likeminded people down there and develop our network,” says Hemmendorff of the assignment.

In quite a short space of time, Plattform have made

themselves known for successfully swimming
against the stream, both in the way their films are
made and how they are launched. Patrik Eriksson’s
An Extraordinary Study in Human Degradation (En
enastående studie i mänsklig förnedring, 2008) was
filmed exclusively on mobile phone cameras, and
Mikel Cee Karlsson’s Greetings from the Woods (Häls
ningar från skogen, 2009) was the first Swedish film
to premiere at theatres and online simultaneously.
“It’s an exciting time to be working in moving pictures right now. We’ve never altered our system but
just assume the film industry is watching us. Incidentally, you hear a lot about ‘the industry’, but who
does that really include? Everyone we’ve met and
worked with has been incredibly accepting and positive,” says Hemmendorff.
Hemmendorff originally planned to be a documentary filmmaker, but getting to know Östlund on
a film course in Göteborg led to the formation of
Plattform. Since then he has produced all the

Involuntary.

Marius Dybwad Brandrud © 2008 Plattform Produktion

WORDS ANDERS DAHLBOM photo Henrik Andersson

“The artistic aspect
always comes first”
company’s films. He says growing up in a small village in northern Sweden, far from large movie
screens, has partly influenced his attitude to film.
“I always had to wait so long to see films, but you
avoid that with modern technology.”
What is most important in a producer?
“To be free thinking, interested and get people to
perform beyond their capabilities. To be cool headed, and have the courage to keep re-editing a film
for another year if need be. The artistic aspect always comes first, and for me it’s important that
there’s a clearly defined director behind every film.
I feel secure in my role as producer and have incredible self-confidence. At the same time though I’m
respectful of the fact that I’ve been so lucky to meet
and work with the right people.”
What does the future look like for Plattform?
“It actually seems to be getting more fun by the
year. Even three years ago Ruben and I asked ourselves if life could get any better, and then last year
happened with Cannes and everything. And next
year will be absolutely fantastic. At the moment,
life at Plattform is like a perpetual summer holiday,
and you get to do the things you love most with
your best friends every day.”
13

Noomi rapace The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo feature Production information, page 46.

The next
big thing
Soon she will be Lisbeth Salander to the whole world. Swedish Film met actress
Noomi Rapace, acclaimed for her role as an asocial hacker in The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo, the first of three cinema films in the Millennium success story.
words ANDERS DAHLBOM PHOTOGRAPHY johan bergmark

Although many people are seeing Rapace for the
first time, she is far from new to the industry.
“I’ve been making a living as an actor since I
was 19,” she says, now 29. She won several awards
for her lead as failed actor Anna in Simon Staho’s
dark Daisy Diamond from 2007. A trying role so-

14

mewhat akin to the Medea she played during the
spring in Medealand at the Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm. Add the odd Salander and it
would be all too easy to discern a pattern.
“I don’t see playing dark or anxiety-ridden roles
as an end in itself. However, they are the people
who inherently have the most opportunities. I’m extremely interested in trying to understand the

Facts
Noomi Rapace
Born: 1979

Knut Koivisto

“P

eople are surprised when they meet me,
they can’t quite get it to add up. Many
seem to think I should just sit there staring down into the table.”
Noomi Rapace has noticed how her role as Lisbeth Salander in The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
(Män som hatar kvinnor) impacts on her meetings
with foreign journalists. And there have been many.
There is tremendous international interest in the
first of three films based on Swedish author Stieg
Larsson’s best-selling Millennium series. To this
day 2,5 million people in the Nordic region have
seen the film . And while the thriller has been well
received, it is Rapace herself who has been most
praised for her lead as the socially maladjusted
computer genius Salander.

Background: Studied at Skara
Skolscen School of Performing Arts
1998-1999 and has since primarily
made a name for herself as a theatre
actress at e.g. Teater Galeasen, Stockholms Stadsteater and the Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm. Made a
minor breakthrough in Danish director
Simon Staho’s Daisy Diamond (2007).
Currently: Plays Lisbeth Salander in
the Millennium films.

“ I have a
passionate
interest in
understanding
the monster in
us all”
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Noomi rapace

“I’d love to work abroad, but I
don’t have a desperate yearning
for Hollywood”
 uman psyche. I have a passionate interest in unh
derstanding the monster in us all. Do I have one in
me? Is there a chance that even I could end up there?,” Rapace explains.
on acting at the tender age of
seven, when she was an extra in Hrafn Gunnlaugsson’s Viking film Shadow of the Raven
(Korpens skugga, 1988). After a difficult time
in her teenage years, her interest was awakened again when she saw Gary Oldman in
Sid and Nancy (1986). Since The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo several producers from the
US and Europe have been in touch, although not yet with any concrete projects.
“I’d love to work abroad, but I don’t
have a desperate yearning for Hollywood. Making 90 minutes of light-hearted entertainment looking sexy and attractive isn’t something that drives me.
Having said that, I’d like to play a minor

She got hooked

role as a silly woman if it was a director I liked. So if
Jacques Audiard, Gaspar Noé or the Dardenne brothers get in touch, I’m listening!”
Her next film is in the autumn: the lead in actress
Pernilla August’s directorial feature debut Svi
nalängorna (working title), produced by Heppfilm
and Drakfilm and based on Susanna Alakoski’s
award-winning novel. So yet another complex female role on her CV.
“I agreed partly because the script was exciting,
and partly because I respect Pernilla so much and
she’ll be directing,” says Rapace.
Before that there is more press work, including a
trip to the Cannes film festival, for The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo and the next two movies in the Millennium trilogy.
“I’m hoping for some time off in the summer. I’ve
always loved going to France, but after the film is released I’m not sure how anonymous I’ll be! When I
arrived in Copenhagen recently I didn’t need to
show ID at the airport. Suddenly I’m recognised.”

Millennium facts

Film versions: The feature
version of The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo was released in Sweden,
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Norway, Denmark and Finland
earlier this year and has become
an enormous success, seen by
over 2.5 million people to date.
Two follow-ups were originally
filmed for television in 2x90minute episodes, as was the
feature film. However, following
the success of The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo, production
company Yellow Bird has announced that The Girl Who Played
with Fire and The Girl Who Kicked
the Hornet’s Nest will also be
released as feature films.
Currently: The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo opens in France on
550 prints on May 13, followed by
Italy and Spain (May 29), and

Knut Koivisto

Background: “Millennium” is the
collective name for writer-journalist Stieg Larsson’s (1954-2004)
three crime fiction novels about
journalist Mikael Blomkvist, and
computer hacker Lisbeth
Salander: The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo (Män som hatar kvinnor),
The Girl Who Played with Fire
(Flickan som lekte med elden) and
The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet’s
Nest (Luftslottet som sprängdes).
More than 8 million copies of the
novels have been sold, and
publishing rights have been sold
to 35 countries.

Belgium (May 20). The films have
also been sold to the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Poland and will be
available to buy in Cannes (Zodiak

International). A concert led by the
film’s composer Jakob Groth will
open the Cannes Film Festival’s
music event on May 14 at Cinéma
de la Plage.

A FILM BY
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Teresa fabik starring maja feature Production information, page 52.

Follow your dreams
Teresa Fabik debuted in 2004 with the youth film The Ketchup Effect, which was well
received by critics and audiences alike. Now she is back with Starring Maja, something of
a Hollywood underdog film about daring to follow your dreams without worrying about
what other people think. WORDS PAOLA LANGDAL photo johan bergmark

T

“A film I can
vouch for a
hundred
per cent”

your dreams, and what you’re prepared to sacrifice
to get there. I got the idea for the film a very long
time ago, but only now did the time seem right to
make it,” says Fabik.

© Breidablick Film, Shahab Salehi

here’s no missing the fact that Teresa Fabik
is very pleased with her latest film, Starring
Maja (Prinsessa). She talks enthusiastically
about working on the movie, which has taken just
under two years to make. The main characters are
Maja and Erika, who seem very different on the surface but soon find each other. Maja is in her final
year of upper secondary in a small town, dreaming
of a career in acting despite not having the right
physical attributes. 30-year-old Erika on the other
hand is an aspiring documentary filmmaker from
Stockholm, getting by filming weddings. One day
while filming she sees Maja and has the idea of
making a documentary about her life.
“Starring Maja is a film about daring to follow

© Breidablick Film, Shahab Salehi

Anastasios Soulis (above), Zandra
Andersson and Moa Silén (far right)
in Starring Maja.
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Five years have passed since Fabik’s first feature,
The Ketchup Effect (Hip Hip Hora!). She says the film,
about a young teenage girl persecuted after a failed
party, was a good training exercise.
“I had to rewrite the script several times before
everyone was happy and I learnt a lot working on the
film. But this time I’ve been able to decide more myself and I’m a better director,” she says emphatically.
Fabik had friend and film producer Sandra
Harms, who has worked with Teresa on a few occasions before, to help get the film crew together.
Harms’ work as production manager on Josef Fares’
Leo (2007) inspired her to work in a more unconventional way.
“We had great creative freedom while filming
Leo, and I felt the same approach would suit Teresa
as she’s such a creative ideas woman,” says Harms.
However, it proved quite hard to find funding for a
film without a finished script. While several Swedish
financiers held off, Harms looked elsewhere for help.
“I told a film producer in Ireland who works at
Fastnet Films about the project, and they loved the
approach we presented from the off. I think it’s quite unusual for a minor film to have foreign funding,
but I also think it’s something we’ll be seeing more
of in the future.”
Whether Starring Maja will be seen outside of
Scandinavia, only time will tell, but Harms and
Fabik are hopeful.
“Starring Maja has everything it needs to do well
abroad. We already have a theatre distributor in Norway and several other European countries have
shown an interest. The theme of appearance fixation
is something everyone can identify with, wherever
they come from,” says Harms. Fabik agrees:
“It’s an easily accessible film for all ages, and a
film I can vouch for a hundred per cent.”

Facts TERESA FABIK
Born: 1976
Background: Teresa Fabik trained
at the Stockholm Film School and has
since made the short films Som andra
(2000) and The Last Waltz (En sista vals, 2001). Her debut feature was
The Ketchup Effect (Hip Hip Hora!,
2004).
Currently: Her new film Starring
Maja (Prinsessa) premieres at Swedish cinemas autumn 2009.
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Patrik Eklund Seeds of the Fall short Production information, www.sfi.se.

Between
the laughs
Patrik Eklund has previously been recognised
for his somewhat odd tragicomic shorts
Situation Frank, which screened in Cannes
2007, and Instead of Abracadabra, which
competed at Sundance in January. Eklund’s
new film Seeds of the Fall is now being
shown in competition at the International
Critics’ Week in Cannes.
words PER NYSTRÖM
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W

ith an unobtrusive, humorous tone,
Patrik Eklund’s short films have won
several jury members’ hearts at Swedish and international festivals alike. In the director’s new short Seeds of the Fall (Slitage), we follow
middle-aged couple Eva and Rolf, whose passionless marriage takes a dramatic turn one evening
when their house is accidentally demolished by an
excavator.
Humour seems to be a recurring element in your
films, but a very special kind of humour. How
would you describe it?
“I think people think of my humour as dry and
taciturn. The scenes are odd enough in themselves
without having to go over the top with the humour.
As in most comedies, the underlying drama is important. You need something to lean on between
laughs.”
When I ask Eklund about his sources of inspiration, he mentions Aki Kaurismäki and Sideways director Alexander Payne. It’s easy to see why. Eklund’s humour may be black, but there is also a
warmth there and a love of the film’s characters.
It is often the tiny details that help create the
special atmosphere in a scene…
“That’s right, I like to expand the scenes using
these details. That applies in the set design and the
acting. A lot falls into place as we’re filming. It could
just be an actor’s look that adds something extra to
the scene.”
I’ve heard you also have a feature under way. What
will that be about?
“I can’t say much because the screenplay’s still
being finalised. But you’ll definitely recognise the
humour and style from my short films.”

Direktörn & Fabrikörn

Facts 
PaTRIK EKLUND
Born: 1978 in Arvidsjaur, northern
Sweden. Now residing in Umeå, where
he’s part of the production company
Frame Station.

Rolf Carlbom

Background: Debuted in 2002 with
short film One Christmas Morning. His
second short, Situation Frank (2007),
was picked for Cannes, and Eklund’s
last film Instead of Abracadabra (Istället för Abrakadabra) was picked for this
year’s Sundance festival.

Patrik Eklund.

Currently: Eklund’s latest short Seeds
of the Fall (Slitage) has been selected
for the Critics’ Week in Cannes.
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Tarik Saleh metropia feature Production information, page 50.
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Using inventive animation technique and the voices of Vincent Gallo, Udo Kier
and Juliette Lewis, director Tarik Saleh weaves together a story of a respectable man
and a big brother society. Welcome to Metropia. words niklas eriksson PHOTOGRAPHY sara mac key

The
magnifying
glass
atmo

F

or some time now, modern animated film has
been dominated from two flanks: one represented by the energetic Pixar, appealing to
hyperactive children, the other by the likes of Matt
Groening and Comedy Central with their adult satire. But something has happened. With acclaimed
films such as A Scanner Darkly, Corpse Bride, Waltz
with Bashir and Coraline, a new, somewhat hybrid,
genre is emerging, varying according to the technology used – 3D, rotoscoping, cut out-animation,
etc. Sometimes real actors are involved, sometimes
not. What they share is a kind of suggested hyperrealism that actively engages the viewer.
One of these hybrid works is Swedish director
Tarik Saleh’s study of power Metropia, which basically looks at the world in a future where the energy crisis has deepened and the sole part of the infrastructure that functions is an underground rail link around
Europe with a logic of its own. The main character
Roger (voice by Vincent Gallo) is, on the surface, a respectable man, but his past catches up with him in a
world where personal integrity is under attack.
“He discovers that companies are broadcasting

“I wanted the film to be
an emotional portrayal
of a society in which
we’ve started to watch
over ourselves”
23

sara mac key

Tarik Saleh

Facts TARIK SALEH
Born: 1972 in Stockholm.
Background: Animator and graphic
designer who has previously made the
documentaries Gitmo – the New Rules
of War (2006), about the US military
base Guantanámo Bay in Cuba, and
Sacrificio (Sacrificio - Vem förrådde
Che Guevara, 2001), on the killing of
Ernesti “Che” Guevara, together with
the filmmaker Erik Gandini.
Currently: The animated Metropia,
with voices by Vincent Gallo, Juliette
Lewis, Udo Kier, Stellan Skarsgård and
Alexander Skarsgård, is the first feature that Saleh has directed entirely by
himself. The film’s underworld is partly
based on the underground rail systems
in Paris, London and Stockholm.
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voices in his head and determines to do something about it,” says Tarik Saleh.
Five years ago, when Saleh first immersed himself in his retro-futuristic plans, he couldn’t have
imagined just how much would soon be, if not reality, then something very close to it.
“I wanted the film to be an emotional portrayal of
a society in which we’ve started to watch over ourselves. There’s much talk in the current political climate of people accessing our communications. But
popular culture deals more in terms of spying on
others. In Big Brother the drama lies in deception, in
doing something behind someone’s back. And
when it comes to being bugged or having our phones
tapped, it seems we’re not so concerned with being
caught doing something illegal as with the revelation of our own weakness or hypocrisy.”

When you began working on the film, things like
Peak Oil and IPRED (The Intellectual Property
Rights Enforcement Directive) hadn’t yet become
front page news. Where did you get the idea?

“A Muslim soldier who worked at Guantanamo
was accused of espionage, but when the charges
turned out to be false they accused him of downloading pornography on a federal computer. You
make sure that you have embarrassing material
about the people working for you, so everyone lives
in constant fear. It’s a highly developed culture of
paranoia where it’s OK to peek. Metropia is an attempt to nail down what happens when the market
is allowed to run completely free. Is the market selfregulating? And what happens if it isn’t? If they
could, would companies broadcast things straight
into people’s heads?”

ality. I’ve no interest in having my own experiences
reinforced. I want to be transported. And animation
is incredibly good at that, at showing how something feels, not just how it looks.”
Feelings are undoubtedly central to Metropia.
Whereas the mind-blowing 3D transports of, say,
Finding Nemo, can be pleasant enough, Saleh prefers to get closer to his characters with a magnifying glass.
“It’s about magnifying ugliness and defects. Basically, we use cut out animation. And for us there’s
nothing ironic about cut out, like South Park. Animation has often had problems with subtlety. There are
lots of big gestures. We set out to do the opposite.”
good example of just how much has
happened in Swedish film over the last five years.
From lying on the analyst’s couch bemoaning the
success of the new wave of film in Denmark (and
some obvious attempts to emulate their methods),
Swedish film now seems to have found new and interesting ways of its own. There’s a great diversity
of genres and styles.
“In Sweden we don’t have a Lars von Trier. Someone who takes charge, leads a movement, who constantly pushes the boundaries. But what we have is
in many ways more interesting. For the first time in
ages there are ten, fifteen Swedish directors who
make films I really like. Johan Kling [Darling], Ruben
Östlund [Involuntary], Fredrik Wentzel and Henrik
Hellström [Burrowing], Mikael Marcimain [the TV
series How Soon is Now]... between them, those people are doing very different things.”
Right now Saleh notes a tendency for Swedish
film to reach outside its own backyard – something
that has long been virtually compulsory to achieve
commercial success.
“It may show some pretension, but I think it’s more
important to do something that concerns the world
than something that concerns Sweden. That way you
turn your back on the bigger audiences. Both Gitmo
and Sacrificio [both films made by Saleh together with
Erik Gandini] have strong links with Sweden, but they
touch on something more universal.”
“And I think it’s a general trend that our films are
becoming more about the world than about Sweden. Jens Jonsson’s King of Ping Pong (Ping-pong
kingen) won the jury award at Sundance, but was
only seen by 20,000 people in Sweden. That’s just
sick. I think too that Burrowing has an outsider’s
perspective; it could have been set anywhere. As
Spike Lee says: ‘For something to be universal, you
have to dare to show a small, specific truth.’”

“It’s not so much that I’m horrified, more the fact
that in recent years we’ve crossed a number of decency boundaries. These people don’t answer to
anyone. It can cut deep,” Saleh continues.
are flourishing, it’s not just
down to new directions for aesthetics and narrative. More importantly, perhaps, directors like Tim
Burton and Richard Linklater have shown that “difficult” animation films don’t have to send you rushing for the anti-depressants: new technology has
made them one of the many vehicles for dramatic
expression that a filmmaker can choose. Saleh’s
own background lies in political documentaries
and programmes about social issues for television,
not a specially-schooled animation fraternity.
“Film for me has always been an escape from re-

If animated dramas

atmo

atmo

atmo

Metropia is a

“Our
films are
becoming
more about
the world
than about
Sweden”
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Håkon Liu Miss Kicki feature Production information, page 50.
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Made in Taiwan
With a missionary mother and a Taiwanese father,
Håkon Liu is the result of a Norwegian woman’s journey
to Taiwan. And his first feature Miss Kicki is the story of
a complex maternal love. Filmed in Taiwan, of course.
WORDS CHRISTINA HÖGLUND photo henrik andersson

Wu Chi-wei

Y

ou can’t blame Håkon Liu for not foreseeing
the culture clash: he did live in Taiwan until
the age of 17. But once in Taiwan, he realised
that his professional identity as an artist and filmmaker was something he had built as an adult in
Norway and Sweden, so while he may be familiar
with Chinese codes, Oriental and Scandinavian
working practices could hardly be more different.
An eight-hour work day was more like a half-day,
and Liu suddenly found it hard to synchronise the
cast’s timing with the crew’s. Above all he was
forced to make hundreds of decisions a day. Because of the hierarchy in a Chinese film crew, everything down to the finest detail has to be doublechecked with the director.
“I was completely shattered after filming in Taiwan! I wondered if the fault lay with me, if maybe I’d
become lazy.” Liu chopsticks a piece of sushi in a
small basement joint in Göteborg and says he called
his mum. Instead of comforting him, he was shocked
when she didn’t understand the problem.
“But I must admit it was nice to hear Ang Lee say
the same thing: although he’s from the same place,
only ten kilometres or so from where I grew up, after making films in the US and Europe Ang Lee had
forgotten what it was like working in his native
country. So it wasn’t just that I was lazy.”
Cassavetes springs more to
mind on seeing Håkon Liu’s first feature Miss Kicki,
about a mother and son who try to patch up lost

But perhaps John
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Håkon liu

Facts HÅKON LIU
Born: Kirkenäs, Norway, in 1975, but
grew up in Taiwan.
Background: Graduated from the
School of Film Directing in Göteborg
2005. Previously studied free art at
the Oslo National Academy of the
Arts. Von the Short Story Award at the
Göteborg Int’l Film Festival in 2007
and was nominated for a Swedish Film
Award (Guldbagge) for the short Lucky
Blue (2007). Also directed episodes of
TV series Habib for SVT (Sveriges Television), 2008.

Wu Chi-wei

Currently: Miss Kicki is the first ever
film collaboration between Scandinavia and Taiwan. It is the third of a total
of four films made as part of the Swedish Film Institute’s Rookie project,
which provides funding for first and second-time directors.

Pernilla August.

Wu Chi-wei

works. This thing about just coming up with ideas
in your head at home… If it’s not founded in reality
it doesn’t work. It ends up being contrived fiction.”

“Pernilla is magic, it must be
something genetic in her.”
years together by going on holiday to Taiwan. What
the son, played by Ludwig Palmell, doesn’t know is
that his mother is mostly making the trip to meet
her online date. And the mother, Pernilla August, is
Liu’s Gena Rowlands.
“Pernilla is magic, it must be something genetic
in her. There’s obviously a reason she’s the acclaimed actor she is. I was constantly shown how
fantastic a creative collaboration can be when it
28

Working with August though was not obvious
from the word go.
“Because I grew up on the other side of the world,
I only got to know about all these famous actors as
an adult. I’ve only just learnt who they all are. I
knew she had been various people’s mothers, Darth
Vader’s and Ingmar Bergman’s – and to top it all she
was Bergman’s muse as well… But by chance she
was also the examiner for my graduation film from
the School of Film Directing.”
Pernilla August has said in interviews she felt
guilty after that examination as she felt she was far
too unkind.
“I’ve heard that, but I never noticed. I fell in love
with her! For me she was a sweet cutie pie. And I
suddenly understood why she’s so acclaimed. I
mean, her charisma! So I went home and wrote a
script with her in mind. A nice script, a drama about
impossible love. But something wasn’t right, the
whole story was wrong and after a while I went to
my film school professor for some advice: ‘Send her
to Taiwan!’, he said, which I thought was the worst
idea ever. But after just a few days and some modifications, the whole story fell into place. And that’s to
90 percent the one we’ve made now.”
I object, saying the film that was eventually made
sounds pretty similar to the original idea:
“Well yes, but I like impossible love in general! I
think I’ll stick with that for quite a while yet. Maybe
my whole life, maybe even when I grow up!”

Stig björkman images from the playground doc Production information, page 48.
Bibi Andersson,
Ingmar Bergman
and Liv Ullman on
the set of Persona.

Bo A. Vibenius © AB Svensk Filmindustri

The adventures
of young Bergman
Barely two years after the death of Ingmar Bergman, Stig Björkman’s newly produced
compilation film Images from the Playground premieres at the Cannes Film Festival.
words HYNEK PALLAS

“I
Stig Björkman.

wanted to paint a portrait of a younger Bergman which I think will surprise foreign viewers in particular,” says the director, journalist and author Stig Björkman.
Björkman, now 70, is himself a legend of Swedish
film. He started out as editor of Swedish film magazine Chaplin in the 60s, and has not only interviewed
Bergman but many of the world’s other great directors and actors as well. His best-known book is perhaps the 1993 interview work Woody Allen on Woody

Allen: In conversation with Stig Björkman. Unusually
for a Swedish film journalist, Björkman has himself
also directed several feature films.
Images from the Playground (Bilder från lekstu
gan), made with the support of the World Cinema
Foundation in association with the Ingmar Bergman Foundation, comprises material from behindthe-scenes films and Bergman’s private recordings.
From Sawdust and Tinsel (Gycklarnas afton, 1953)
and onward, Bergman filmed behind the scenes of
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all his films, and around the same time he acquired
a cine-camera to document his private life.
The young Bergman in Images from the Play
ground is not only in a good mood; in some sequences – such as when playing Groucho Marx and demonstrating a silly walk – he even comes across as
quite mischievous.
“He’s very happy and jolly. He’s not the solemn
brooder many believe Bergman was”, says Björkman.
Björkman has compiled clips from the Sawdust
and Tinsel period until the shooting of Persona in
1965. The film has no guiding narrative. Instead the
images are accompanied by old interviews with
Bergman and new comments from two of his mostused actors at the time – Harriet Andersson and
Bibi Andersson. Moreover, Bergman fan and World
Cinema Foundation founder Martin Scorsese introduces the film.
The title is taken from Bergman’s own view of
filmmaking.
“Ingmar often talked about filming as a game,
and said he never felt alone in the film collective because they were his playmates. I wanted to show
that sense of playfulness, which I found evident in
all the behind-the-scenes films,” Björkman explains.
the cast, are also shown in a fun
light: Bibi Andersson flirting with Victor Sjöström
during filming of Wild Strawberries (Smultronstäl

His ‘playmates’,

Svensk Filmindustri (SF)

stig björkman

Facts Images from
the Playground
Images from the Playground is the first
in a series of two films written and directed by Stig Björkman. The films include recordings of Bergman’s voice,
newly recorded interviews with some
of his favourite actors, and a special introduction by Martin Scorsese.
Currently: Images from the Playground
will have its international premiere at
the Cannes Film Festival in connection
with the World Cinema Foundation’s
regular premiere screenings.
Next: The film will have its Swedish
premiere during the Ingmar Bergman
International Theatre Festival at the
Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm,
where the Ingmar Bergman Foundation is hosting two international seminars on May 28-29.

let, 1957); Bergman and Harriet Andersson on holiday; Harriet Andersson revealing she’s taken a photo of Bergman in the nude; Max von Sydow in
knight’s costume, laughingly lampooning Gunnar
Björnstrand while Björnstrand stands next to him
dressed in a black cape, taking a pee, in a break
from The Seventh Seal (Det sjunde inseglet, 1957).
True icons of film, stepping out of character for a
few moments. It almost feels blasphemous.
But for all the light-hearted sense of play, Bibi
and Harriet Andersson also talk about the other
side of the game, about the power and how Bergman possessively called them ‘his’ actors.
“The actors were pivotal to Bergman,” says Björkman. “When he gave up film and theatre and moved
to Fårö, he would talk about how he missed his actors most of all there in his isolation. And his children would ask, ‘Why do you never say you miss
us?’”
Finally: why, in your opinion, was Ingmar Bergman such a great director?
“His skill in handling the actors was central; he
gave them the courage to do things that created an
intensity seldom seen on the big screen. He was
also a very versatile filmmaker, who both wrote and
directed. And of course he was so extremely styleconscious, and dared to experiment with form all
those years. Just as an artist has different periods in
his or her creative life, Bergman was a tremendously conscious formalist and artist.”

The memory lives on

In the course of an intensive week,
Bergman’s work will be showcased in
seminars, lectures, stage performances
and film screenings. Coaches will take
visitors to the Persona beach and other
locations for the seven films Bergman
made on Fårö. And among the island’s
unique beach standing stones, a radio
broadcast is set to take place one
evening at sunset.
Three lectures will focus on “The
Young Bergman”, and there will also be
screenings of a handful of his rarely seen
films from the 1940s. For the first time
there will be a master class aimed at
young filmmakers and students. This
year’s guest, Wim Wenders, will talk
30

about the beginnings of his own career in
the world of film.
Ingmar Bergman understood the
importance of surrounding himself with
the best people, assembling a star-studded cast of cinematographers, set
designers and editors. “Colleagues like
that give you strength,” as Bergman put
it. Some of them are featured in this
summer’s programme: the editor Sylvia
Ingemarsdotter, film architect P A
Lundgren and the legendary cinematographer, Sven Nykvist.
In accordance with tradition, the
invited guests – this year Wim Wenders,
Gunnel Lindblom and Enrique Rivero –
will each choose a Bergman film for
inclusion in the screening programme
which they themselves will introduce.
The recently formed Bergman Center
Foundation and the organisers of
Bergman Week are now working to
establish a Bergman center on the island,
based in a former school and also in
Bergman’s own home, which they would

Wim Wenders.

RENE VOLFIK /scanpix

Ingmar Bergman’s pulling power
continues unabated – film pilgrims
regularly make their way to his
beloved Fårö in the Baltic to imbibe
the special magic of that tiny island.
And it’s on Fårö that the 6th annual
Bergman Week will be taking place
this year between June 23 and 28.

like to turn into an international meeting
place for artists, filmmakers and
playwrights. Bergman’s house is due to
come up for sale this summer, when its
fate will be decided.
JANNIKE ÅHLUND

The programme for Bergman Week can
be accessed at www.bergmanveckan.se.
For any questions, contact
jannike@bergmanveckan.se
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JESPER GANSLANDT THE APE Feature Production information, page 44.

Monkey business
Jesper Ganslandt’s debut Falkenberg Farewell turned him into
swedish film’s next big director. How to follow up? well, you could
make a film without letting the lead actor read the script.
words KLAs EKMAN PHoToGrAPHY KrIsTIAN bENGTssoN

J

esper Ganslandt sits on a bench outside his office on Södermalm, Stockholm’s southern island,
smoking a cigar, considering what he dare reveal about his new film.
The Ape (Apan), which finished editing in January and is now being polished, is a project that was
kept extremely secret out of sheer necessity. To get
as genuine a feel as possible, not even leading actor
Olle Sarri was allowed to read the script.
“I asked Olle if he wanted to play a game I’d come
up with and he said yes. But I was a bit concerned,
because I didn’t know if he wanted to risk his image
as a people’s favourite, as he may not be able to live
on that after this film. But he said no one would be
happier than him if he lost it.”
Essentially the game was that throughout the
shoot, Sarri would be kept as much in the dark as
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possible about what his character, Krister, had actually done and what the film was about. Ganslandt
himself was good at keeping the secret about what
had happened and never gave anything away. However, others in the team were less apt on that
front.
whIle ganSlandt’S prevIouS feature, the critical-

ly and publicly acclaimed Falkenberg Farewell (Far
väl Falkenberg, 2006), was the result of quite a loosely connected, drawn-out filming process, The Ape
has been the complete opposite – mainly due to all
the secrecy which placed an extra burden on his
shoulders.
“I also had to control Krister’s development as a
character. For Olle it was like a month-long bachelor party, he never knew where he was headed.
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jesper ganslandt

“It’s fascinating that someone
can tell so much with their back
as Olle Sarri can”

idea for his film from his own
nightmares, obsessions and fantasies.
“During a certain period in my life I was constantly thinking up the worst things that could happen.
It was something I wanted to explore. If I read a
news item about something terrible and incomprehensible, I wanted to try to understand it. The film
would follow a bad person, but without making you
think he was a monster – the challenge was to show
someone with flaws, but someone that could just as
easily have been you. Or me.”
To create a sufficiently claustrophobic atmosphere, he chose to let the film focus entirely on Sarri.
Ganslandt estimates that there are two or three
scenes where the actor is not in complete close-up.
“You see the back of his neck in 75 percent of the
film. It’s fascinating that someone can tell so much
with their back as Olle Sarri can. Because we get so
close to him, his world becomes easier to grasp.
This film stands and falls on how believable it is. I
wanted the feeling to be a bit like in the early days

in retrospect see that the three films
Falkenberg Farewell, The Film I’m No Longer Talking
About and The Ape have anything in common.
“Themes bore me. At least I think they do. The
challenge with film, for me, is not to over-formulate
the idea in a very expensive art form. Also, I don’t
want to think too much about what I do as I find it
detracts from the magic.”
This is one of the reasons he no longer works
with Memfis Film, but chose Jesper Kurlandsky as
the producer for The Ape. Or was it the other way
round?
“I really didn’t want to just hand myself over to
any producer, as I thought it would impact negatively on the end product and that I’d have to compromise. So I originally planned to produce the film myself, but then we met and found we had a lot in common. I hadn’t worked with Jesper before, but he said
he was interested since he’d never heard of such a
ridiculous way of making a film. And that makes
him the best producer in the world.”

Olle Sarri.

Ganslandt got the
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kristian bengtsson

All he knew was who Krister is. In the theatre, actors interpret characters and tell you who they are,
and I don’t like that. In fact I don’t even think that’s
really an actor’s job. They have to transform into someone else, but how often does a real person give
an interpretation of themselves? It practically never happens, and that’s the wonderful thing about
life.”
Conversely, Krister’s life is anything but wonderful. In The Ape the audience follows him over one
day, possibly one of his worst ever.
“He’s done something that could be the worst
choice a person could ever make. The ultimate mistake that can’t be undone.”

of film, when people shielded themselves from the
approaching train on the screen.”
The Ape is not Jesper Ganslandt’s only film this
year. His documentary The Film I’m No Longer Talking
About (Filmen jag inte pratar om längre), about a failed
feature film project during the IT-boom, premiered
at the Göteborg International Film Festival. But he
doesn’t see it as one of his own films; The Ape is the
second true feature film because it too is fictional.
This could partly be because Ganslandt doesn’t
only target Swedish audiences.
“I try to think along lines that go beyond Sweden.
It’s too limited and claustrophobic. One of my best
experiences with Falkenberg Farewell was at a film
festival in Romania. The audience saw completely
different things. One woman came up to me afterwards and said, ‘You’re very spoilt, aren’t you?’
She’d grown up under Ceauşescu and obviously
thought it was quite spoilt when a character commits suicide because he doesn’t know what he
wants to do. I found that fascinating.”
Nor can he

Facts
JESPER GANSLANDT
Born: 1978 in Falkenberg, Sweden.
Background: Made his feature debut
in 2006 with critically acclaimed Falkenberg Farewell (Farväl Falkenberg),
which won the FIPRESCI prize in Lisbon and was nominated for a Swedish Film Award (Guldbagge). Released the just over 30 minute concert
film Skinnskatteberg in 2008. The
Film I’m No Longer Talking About (Filmen jag inte pratar om längre) premiered at the Göteborg Int’l Film Festival in
January 2009.
Currently: Ganslandt is putting the
finishing touches to The Ape (Apan),
his second feature.
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Jörgen Bergmark • Helena Danielsson • Jens Jonsson A Rational Solution feature Production

Friends on a plane
Two chance meetings brought first-feature director Jörgen Bergmark together with
producer Helena Danielsson and director/screenwriter Jens Jonsson, who have now
jointly made A Rational Solution. words HENRIK EMILSON

“S

is quite symbolic. From the beginning, the aim of
this film has been to reach an audience beyond
Swedish borders. All three have an international
track record and they grew stronger as a trio – as
confirmed by their selection for CineMart in Rotterdam in 2007.
“When we pitched the film I noticed how well the
story communicated, with Italians, Americans,

nils bergendal/nordisk film

ignificantly enough I met them on planes
on the way to film festivals: Helena
Danielsson on the way to Cannes and
Jens Jonsson on the way to Haugesund the same
year,” says Jörgen Bergmark, explaining how he
met the producer and screenwriter for A Rational
Solution (Det enda rationella) for the first time.
The fact that the three met when leaving Sweden
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information, page 51.

For Bergmark and Jonsson, the quartet of actors –

Rolf Lassgård, Pernilla August, Stina Ekblad and
Claes Ljungmark – was a dream cast, and they were
written into the script before they had even been
contacted. The two also decided early on that Bergmark would direct. Did Jens Jonsson, acclaimed,
award-winning director, ever regret that decision?
“Ha ha… Not regret, no. But there were moments
of envy, simply because I love working with actors,”
Jonsson concludes with a laugh.

Hepp Film

Jörgen Bergmark, director

“Initially the film
was to be about a
blue whale lost in
the Baltic Sea, and
a man who establishes a kind of
contact with the
whale”
Jens Jonsson, screenwriter

“Our aim was to get
the best in Europe
to co-produce or
be involved in the
film. And we’ve
achieved that goal”
Helena Danielsson, producer

frans hällqvist

Despite the international interest, A Rational
Solution is a Swedish film set in Sweden, starring
some of the country’s leading actors.
“Initially the film was to be about a blue whale
lost in the Baltic Sea, and a man who establishes a
kind of contact with the whale,” says screenwriter
Jens Jonsson.
“Jörgen went on a research trip and saw an ad in
a church for a marriage school where people could
talk about relationships. When he came back I wondered if we should maybe forget the whole blue
whale thing and make a film about the marriage
school instead. It was like a vitamin injection and I
started writing a few pages based on that instead.”
Now, the film is about paper mill worker Erland
and his wife who run a marriage school in a church.
When Erland falls in love with his best friend’s wife
Karin, they try to act rationally. The couples move
in together hoping to make their infatuation subside so they can get back to their normal lives. The
film is as much a warm, tender portrait of the working class and male friendship as it is a relationship
drama with plenty of humour and embarrassing situations.

“When we pitched
the film I noticed
how well the story
communicated,
with Italians,
Americans, Germans, and people
of all ages”

Pierre Björk

Germans, and people of all ages whatever their gender. Everyone could relate to themselves and their
own relationships. The story appeals to people internationally, it’s specific in that way,” explains
Bergmark.
The film won the ARTE France Cinema Award for
most promising project and Bergmark, Danielsson
and Jonsson soon forged contacts with international co-producers and distributors – long before Swedish financiers became involved.
“Our aim was to get the best in Europe to co-produce or be involved in the film. And we’ve achieved
that goal,” says Danielsson, explaining the commercial advantage of making a film suitable for international distribution.
And of course from a purely human perspective,
it’s great if more countries can see what you’re doing.”
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Carl Åstrand Kenny begins feature Production information, page 48.

A starfighter is born
Cult Swedish tv series Kenny Starfighter has morphed into Kenny Begins, a prequel movie.
Find out where it all began for the most self-centered hero of the universe. WORDS PAOLA LANGDAL

I

f you were to describe Kenny Starfighter to
someone who’d never seen him, you might just
say he’s a wacky space hero. Add that he has an
inflated view of himself and a mop of bleach blonde
hair you’d be getting close to this galactic favourite
who, following a 12-year break, recently landed on
cinema screens right across Sweden.
Carl Åstrand and Mats Lindberg, the creators of
the television series Kenny Starfighter, were asked
by producer Patrick Ryborn at Fladen Film to turn
the series – a huge hit in Sweden – into a feature
film.
“We’d often talked about a longer version of Kenny, but we weren’t sure of the format. It might have
been for television, but we were delighted when
Fladen Film called and set to work on a screenplay
instead,” says Carl Åstrand.

“It’s aimed
at everyone
who shares
our sense of
humour”

cause it was fun. It’s the same with the film. It’s
aimed at everyone who shares our sense of humour, which we hope carries over to the big
screen.”
Will we be seeing more of Kenny in our cinemas?
“Ask us again in a few months when we know
the box office figures. The reception so far has been
good, and the Russians want to buy it, which can’t
be bad. I guess they quite like the idea of
making fun of American space heroes,” concludes Åstrand with a
broad smile.

The story of Kenny began in the mid 90s: Åstrand
was working on commercials with Johan Rheborg
(who plays Kenny in both the television and film
versions) and drawing super heroes in his spare
time. Rheborg persuaded him to contact Mats Lindberg and Pontus Löwenhielm, and between them
they worked out a skeleton television series.
“We shared a love of space films, geekily dropping lines from Star Wars as we worked,” recalls
Åstrand.
“Then Johan Rheborg helped us to develop the
character of Kenny himself, making him more like a
child who gets sucked into various situations
rather than leading from the front.”
First seen on Swedish television screens in
1997, Kenny Starfighter has been repeated many
times since.
Both the television series and the film are full of
costly special effects, with a budget of SEK 34 million (€3,090,000). For Swedish film the space theme
is unique, with Åstrand and Lindberg parodying
the science fiction genre and poking gentle fun at
American super heroes.
“We didn’t make the Kenny series with a special
target group in mind: we did it for ourselves and be-
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Johan Rheborg as
Kenny Starfighter.

Göran Hallberg

A revolution in
film distribution!
EasyFilm® is a new way to distribute film,
digital and completely secure.

We give our clients the opportunity to create
their own digital movie channel. The movies
are distributed over the Internet to the
EasyFilm®-box which screens it’s content
after a playlist, or on demand.
Let us include your digital movies as well.
It’s a safe and easy way of distributing movies,
now and in the future.

By loading our EasyFilm®-box with the desired content
the clients will have a movie marathon for as long as they
like. Action movies on Friday at 8.00 pm, cartoons on
Saturday at 7-9 am and then a 2 hour break? No problem.
We provide custom made screenings for all our clients.
It’s safe, easy and friendly to the environment – all you
need is access to the Internet and the EasyFilm®-box.
Swedish Film AB is the leading movie supplier for clients
within the Non-Theatrical/B2B market in Scandinavia.
Contact us for more information.

Swedish Film AB, P.O. Box 6014, SE-171 06 Solna
Telephone: +46 8 445 25 50 Fax: +46 8 445 25 60
Contact Johan Wallheimer, Business Manager Directphone: +46 8 509 025 03
E-mail: johan.wallheimer@swedishfilm.se Or visit our website: www.swedishfilm.se

Fredrik Gertten Bananas doc Production information, page 45.

Bananas of wrath
Bananas, which will have its international premiere at the Los Angeles Film Festival, is about
a fruit that’s not only full of vitamins – for thousands of banana workers bananas represent
cancer and sterility. Fredrik Gertten has captured on film a struggle that is not yet at an end.
WORDS CHRISTINA HÖGLUND photo frans hällqvist

A

s a writing journalist, Fredrik Gertten travelled the world making reports of the kind
that tell the story of an entire nation based
on just one person. But when the magazine he
wrote for went bust, Gertten instead changed his
focus to what he loved most: soccer team MFF and
his home town Malmö – and started making documentaries from pure desire, often in anger. Because
his beloved team was being relegated. Because his
home town was losing shipyards and, with them,
jobs. They were local, personal, character-led stories, but stories that had a bearing on what’s happening outside of Malmö as well.
Gertten has now come full circle. In recent years
his desire and anger have been channelled into
films with an international perspective. Bananas is
also connected to his favourite country, Nicaragua,
where he spent many years during the 1980s and
90s.
“When I heard this story, it felt like it was a story
I just had to tell. But it was depressing when I first
went back there and met all these dejected people
who have been demonstrating against the big corporations for years, poisoned banana workers living in poverty and near death. The only thing left
for them is to meet God in a good way.”
What little hope was left was focused on Juan J
Dominguez, a Cuban by birth and a lawyer who personally symbolises justice and trade unionism for
the poor Latin Americans of southern California.
Bananas is just as much a film about the hero
Dominguez, as a documentary about the harmed
workers’ struggle against Dole and Dow Chemical.
“People who live in the Hollywood world of Los
Angeles see his ad on the bus and think, ‘What the
hell’s this? He can’t be for real!’. To white middleclass Americans he’s just a big show-off. And that
reflects the rifts in American society: Juan is ghetto
cool, with bling bling and an office full of Latinos.
Tacky and kitsch to us, but success symbols in his
world. He’s a Robin Hood for people with no one
else to turn to, and a David in his fight against Goliath in this lawsuit.”
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“The only thing left for them is
to meet God in a good way”
Even so, Gertten emphasises that Bananas is mainly a film about the great crime: the banana companies’ systematic oppression of the poor banana-growing countries. About how the rain forest has been
ravaged, the associations with corrupt feudal landowners, and the workers who have paid the price.
“We have an American lawyer because this really is an ongoing story. Although Dole and Dow
Chemicals have now lost in court, not a single dollar has been paid out. And the worst thing is, the
companies know time is on their side. These workers will die early, and because what’s happening today has consequences for the future, the banana
companies are working to make sure nothing can
be proved. All the evidence produced for this lawsuit can be used in lawsuits around the world. Because while the world’s applauding, there are still
workers in the Philippines and Ivory Coast waiting
to see justice done.”

Facts
FREDRIK GERTTEN
Born: In Malmö in 1956.
Background: Filmmaker, producer
and journalist. Runs production company WG Film, Malmö. During four years board member of EDN. Directing
credits include True Blue (Blådårar,
1998) and An ordinary family, 2005.
Currently: Bananas will have its international premiere in competition at the
Los Angeles Film Festival.
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Industry News from Sweden

Into the 21st Century

When Poland’s biggest film
festival, Era New Horizons, kicks
off for the ninth time on July 23
this year, there’ll be a strong
emphasis on Swedish films.
For many in Poland, Swedish
film still means Ingmar Bergman,
even though Era New Horizons
has already introduced them to
contemporary filmmakers such
as Roy Andersson and Lukas
Moodysson. This time round the
festival is taking a closer look at
the film production of their
neighbour from across the Baltic,
with a Swedish section featuring
some 50 films.
Some of the highlights of the
Swedish section is a retro of the
films of Jan Troell, many times
nominated for an Oscar, and
whose latest film Everlasting
Moments (Maria Larssons eviga
ögonblick), was nominated for a
Golden Globe. There will also be
a screening of Mauritz Stiller’s
silent classic Sir Arne’s Treasure
(Herr Arnes pengar) from 1919, a
co-production forum and industry
screenings. Leszek Mozdzer and
Lars Danielsson have written a
new score for the film, which will
be shown as part of a concert in
the Wroclaw Opera House.
The festival will also feature a
number of yet-to-be-confirmed
Swedish guests, a Swedish café,
a photography exhibition on
Ingmar Bergman by his “court
photographer”, Bengt Wanselius
and performances by Swedish
bands Familjen, The LK and Mats
Morgan Band.
For the Swedish Film Institute
this represents an ideal
opportunity to present Swedish
film to the interesting and
growing Polish market, and to
make more of an impact through
a wide programme of events
instead of just individual
screenings. 


HENRIK EMILSON

www.eranowehoryzonty.pl
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“Cinemateket is a tremendous film
scheme where you can see films
that are never shown on the silver
screen in other contexts, and
there’s also scope for long series
and retrospectives. But competition
with other screening forums is
tougher now, so we’re looking at
ways of making a Cinemateket for
the 21st century. For example we
want to make it a more vibrant
meeting-place for film, discussion
and debate,” says Hagerfors,
previously a project manager for
the Göteborg International Film

Sonny Mattsson

A new
Swedish era

Same again, please

The Swedish Cinematheque
‘Cinemateket’ is a Swedish Film
Institute scheme that brings film
lovers the comprehensive
history of film. There will be two
major changes in 2009. For one
Cinemateket is upgrading its
work approach, and secondly
Lova Hagerfors is now the new
Head of Programming.

Festival’s section Swedish Images,
for the Bergman Week and for the
Swedish Film Institute’s Dream
Factory.
Hagerfors believes one
important task will be to find a
wider audience and inform people
about what Cinemateket is.
HENRIK EMILSON

A distilled experience
Since January this year, Andra
Lasmanis is the Swedish Film
Institute’s Short Film Commissioner. She welcomes both new
and established directors to the
world of short films.

from the ‘shot-in-the-arm’ that
making a short can provide.”
An established feature film
cinematographer, Lasmanis has
also taught at various film schools
throughout Scandinavia.

“There’s a real variety, inventiveness and willingness to explore
new possibilities in short films.
That’s why they’re so important for
Swedish film in general. As a
filmmaker, you grow through
risk-taking. I hope that even
established directors will benefit

What bearing does your
background have on your role
as Short Film Commissioner?

Johan Bergmark

Nille leander

Jan Troell’s
Everlasting
Moments.

“Most applications are textbased, but I also welcome images,
sound and music. I think it’s good
to get people into the funding
system who haven’t only worked
with the written word. All new
angles are healthy.”
Lasmanis has also directed a
short film of her own, the highlyacclaimed Adventures of Aligermaa, for which she won a Swedish
Film Award (Guldbagge) in 1998.
She is fascinated by the format:
“A short film may not be able to
provide all the answers, but when
it’s at its best, it’s a fully focused
narrative that lives on in the
viewer’s own imagination, a
distilled experience.”
HENRIK EMILSON

2008 was a triumphant year for
director Tomas Alfredson and writer
John Ajvide Lindqvist’s Let the Right
One In (Låt den rätte komma in).
Their coming-of-age/vampire film
picked up the Best Narrative Feature
award at the Tribeca Film Festival,
sold to numerous countries and was
chosen by Sight & Sound as one of
the ten best films of the year. Now
Alfredson and Ajvide Lindqvist have
decided to extend their successful
partnership in Människohamn, a novel shot through with ghosts and
magic.
MD

The Wires

Anna Linder’s short film densen was
screened in the Human Landscapes
section of this year’s Tribeca
festival. Seven minutes long, this
experimental film lovingly shows
overhead wires and cables from
Tokyo to Buenos Aires against an
atmospheric soundtrack by the cult
Swedish trio, Tape.
MD

Swedish animations
in Annecy

Three of last year’s most acclaimed
Swedish animated films are set to
compete at the Annecy festival.
The films are no strangers to the
festival circuit: Johannes Nyholm’s
clay animation The Tale of Little
Puppetboy (Sagan om den lille
dockpojken) was shown last year
as part of Directors’ Fortnight in
Cannes. David Arononwitsch’s and
Hanna Heilborn’s Slaves (Slavar)
won the Silver Cub award at IDFA
in 2008. And Jonas Odell’s Lies
(Lögner), has screened at Venice,
Clermont-Ferrand and Sundance,
where it won the Jury Prize in
International Short Filmmaking.
Lies also picked up a Swedish Film
Award (Guldbagge) in January. MD

Veteran in Montréal
retrospective
Veteran filmmaker Anders
Wahlgren has been honoured with a
15-film retrospective at the
International Festival of Film on
Arts, FIFA, in Montréal. Wahlgren
made his debut 40 years ago with A
Portrait of Claes Oldenburg (1969),
hitting the big time with his 1986
film Moa, about the Swedish writer
Moa Martinsson. Other Wahlgren
films in the retrospective include
Dömd till dårhus (1976), Den
döende dandyn (1989), and Sigrid &
Isaac (2005), which won the FIFA
Jury Award in 2007. 
MD
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”DröMMAr Från skoGen” by johAnnes nyholM

”eAstern PlAys” by kAMen kAlev

27/04

”AntIChrIst” by lArs von trIer

We congratulate our co-productions at Cannes International Film Festival 2009.

scandinavia’s leading partner in international co-production
Film i väst is owned by region västra Götaland.

WWW.FilMivast.se

NEW FILMS
A selection of new Swedish titles. Please visit our website www.sfi.se for
updated information on Swedish shorts, documentaries and features.

Almost Elvis

A road movie about the loss of innocence, a dark comedy about the difference
between being loved for who you really are and being loved for what you can
deliver. A journey through the difference between the fake and the authentic.
And a saga about the magic force in true friendships.

Original title Karaokekungen DirectOr Petra Revenue Screenwriter Petra Revenue
PrinciPal caSt Kjell Wilhelmsen, Lars Andersson, Ingvar Örner, Sten Ljunggren, Mia
Skäringer, Peter Parkrud, Gloria Tapis, Lars Väringer PrODucerS Annika Hellström, Martin
Persson PrODuceD by Anagram Production with support from Rookie (SVT (Sveriges
Television) AB, Film i Väst AB, the Swedish Film Institute), Filmpool Nord Screening
DetailS 35 mm, 90 min tO be releaSeD September 4, 2009 SaleS TrustNordisk

Petra revenue lives in Göteborg and has a background from the theatre.
She directed her first play in 1990 and has since then been a member of the
Teater Trixter, a free theatre group in Göteborg.

The Ape

Krister, a husband and father, wakes up to the consequences of a tragedy.
Confronted with everyday reality, there is no place for escape and Krister is
soon forced to face up to his actions. The Ape is about the struggle to hold on
to things around us already lost, about recognizing what is left when the life
you once had is gone.
Original title Apan DirectOr Jesper Ganslandt Screenwriter Jesper Ganslandt
PrinciPal caSt Olle Sarri, Francoise Joyce, Sean Pietrulewicz, Niclas Gillis PrODucer
Jesper Kurlandsky PrODuceD by Fasad AB in co-production with Film i Väst AB and SVT
(Sveriges Television) AB Screening DetailS 35mm, 81 min. tO be releaSeD 2009
SaleS TBA

Jesper ganslandt, born 1978, moved from his home town of Falkenberg to
Stockholm in 2000, and wrote the screenplay for his debut film Falkenberg
Farewell (Farväl Falkenberg, 2006), a major success shown at film festivals
around the world, including Toronto and Venice. Following his short film
Jesper Ganslandts 114:e dröm (2007), the concert film Skinnskatteberg
(2008) and his documentary The Film I’m No Longer Talking About (Filmen
jag inte pratar om längre) Ganslandt is now putting the finishing touches to
The Ape (Apan), his second feature.
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Bananas DOc

One third of the price of the average banana covers the cost of pesticides. All
over the world, banana plantation workers are suffering and dying from the
effects of these pesticides. Cancer, kidney failure, sterility. Juan Dominguez, a
million-dollar personal injury lawyer in Los Angeles, is on his biggest case
ever. Dole Fruit and Dow Chemicals are on trial. And history is about to be
made.

Original title Bananas DirectOr Fredrik Gertten PrODucerS Margarete Jangård, Bart
Simpson PrODuceD by WG Film in co-production with Magic Hour Films with support
from the Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson, Sundance Institute, ITVS, SVT
(Sveriges Television) AB, Danish Film Institute (Den), ODISEA (Por), VPRO (Nl), NRK (Nor),
YLE (Fin), ZDF-ARTE (Ger), Nordisk Film & TV Fond, Media TV Distribution, Film i Skåne
Screening DetailS 35mm, 86 min tO be releaSeD 2009 SaleS Autlook Filmsales

Fredrik gertten has been a filmmaker and journalist for 20 years. During the
80s and 90s he worked for radio, TV and newspapers in Africa, Latin America,
Asia and around Europe. His previous work includes An Ordinary Family (En
familj som alla andra, 2005).

Burrowing

Sebastian lives at home with his mother. He is eleven years old. From an elevated
spot in the playground, he surveys his neighbourhood. He can see Jimmy, who
lives with his parents, even though he’s got a child of his own. He can see Anders,
who’s just been given planning permission for a new carport. In a hollow where the
surface water blends into the brook, Mischa is looking for fish. He came as a guest
worker in the 70s but still hasn’t left. Sebastian sees the asphalt rotting. He sees
hollyhocks eating their way into the foundations, causing fractures in the concrete
slabs laid directly on the ground. Weakening, confined root space, lack of water
and low nutritional values. A break-up can only come through force.
Original title Man tänker sitt DirectOrS Fredrik Wenzel, Henrik Hellström ScreenwriterS Fredrik Wenzel, Henrik Hellström PrinciPal caSt Sebastian Eklund, Jörgen

Svensson, Hannes Sandahl, Marek Kosterzewski, Bodil Wessberg, Silas Franceen
PrODucer Erika Wasserman PrODuceD by Fasad Film in co-production with Film i

Halland, with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson Screening DetailS 35mm, 76 min tO be releaSeD 2009 SaleS Wide Management

Fredrik wenzel, born in 1978, was DOP and screenwriter of the highly
acclaimed Swedish film Falkenberg Farewell (Farväl Falkenberg, 2006). Henrik
Hellström, born in 1974, has a background as an actor and theatre director.

Dreams

Fresh out of high school, Goran doesn’t know what he wants to do with his
life. Should he stick with his small time gangster friends and make some cash,
or listen to Zeko at the fast food stall who thinks you should go to school
forever? Right now he is satisfied drinking beer and hitting on girls. But when
his mom gets really sick, Goran has to make a choice.

Original title Knäcka DirectOr Ivica Zubak Screenwriter Ivica Zubak PrinciPal
caSt Filip Benko, Jelena Mila, My Lestander, Peter Eggers, Georgi Staykov PrODucerS

Martin Jern, Emil Larsson PrODuceD by Dansk Skalle AB in co-production with Ivica
Zubak, Mattias Sandström and Mario Adamsson, Film i Skåne. Screening DetailS Beta,
88 min tO be releaSeD TBA SaleS Dansk Skalle AB

ivica Zubak was born in Slavonski Brod, Croatia, in 1978. He now lives in
Stockholm and works as a producer, writer and director. Dreams is Zubak’s
first feature.
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The Eagle Hunter’s Son

Bazarbai is a young, carefree and curious Kazakh nomad boy who yearns to
leave the steppes and go to the city. His father has promised that he will go to
school, but breaks that promise and instead sends him to train for taking on
the responsibility of the family’s 4000-year-old tradition of being an eagle
hunter. Bazarbai gets into a conflict with his dad, but his older brother rebukes
him. If he wants to be an adult, he must take on his responsibilities.
Original title Örnjägarens son DirectOr René Bo Hansen ScreenwriterS Stefan
Karlsson, René Bo Hansen, Staffan Julén, after a screenplay by Stefan Karlsson
PrinciPal caSt Bazarbai Matei, Serikbai Khulan, Matei Mardan, Asilbek Badelkhan
PrODucerS Staffan Julén, Per Forsgren, Hannes Stromberg PrODuceD by Eden Film AB/
Staffan Julén, Per Forsgren, in co-production with Stromberg Productions (Ger), in association with SVT (Sveriges Television) AB/Monica Åhlén, with support from Nordisk Film & TV
Fond, FFF-Bavaria (Ger), Kuratorium (Ger) and the Swedish Film Institute/Johan Bogaeus
Screening DetailS 35mm, 86 min tO be releaSeD TBA SaleS Bavaria International

rené bo Hansen has many years’ experience as author and director, mainly
of documentaries. He has also worked as a teacher at the Documentary Film
School in Denmark. He also has a great deal of experience of filming in
Mongolia, previous works including the acclaimed film Miga’s Journey (Miga’s
rejse, 2002).

The Girl

In a lonely house in the countryside a ten-year-old girl takes her first steps
from childhood into the world of grown-ups. The girl has to spend her summer
with her bohemian aunt when her parents go to Africa to work on an aid
project. But the aunt isn’t reliable and when she goes off sailing with a man
she has met, the girl decides to take care of herself.
A tragic and humorous journey begins, a journey that will put the girl through
many tests. Through her neighbours and occasional visitors to the house, she
encounters an absurd and insensitive grown-up world.
Original title Flickan DirectOr Fredrik Edfeldt Screenwriter Karin Arrhenius
PrinciPal caSt Blanca Engström, Shanti Roney, Annika Hallin, Tova Magnusson Norling,
Leif Andrée, Ia Langhammar PrODucer David Olsson PrODuceD by ACNE Film AB
Screening DetailS 35mm, 96 min tO be releaSeD 2009 SaleS Delphis Films

Fredrik edfeldt was born in 1972 on the outskirts of Stockholm. He studied
Film Theory and Mass Communication at Stockholm University and filmmaking
at Stockholms Filmskola, and has worked as a director at SVT (Sveriges
Television) AB. Edfeldt now works as a director at ACNE Film. His short films
Barnsäng (2001) and Enclosed (Innesluten, 2004) were nominated for
awards at the Göteborg Int’l Film Festival in 2001 and 2004 respectively.

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

40 years ago, Harriet Vanger disappeared on the island owned and inhabited by
the powerful Vanger clan. Her body was never found, yet her uncle is convinced it
was murder and that the killer is a member of his own dysfunctional family. He
employs disgraced financial journalist Mikael Blomkvist and computer hacker
Lisbeth Salander to investigate. The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo is part of the
Millennium series, based on the books by Stieg Larsson.
Original title Män som hatar kvinnor DirectOr Niels Arden Oplev ScreenwriterS
Nicolaj Arcel, Rasmus Heisterberg, based on the novel Män som hatar kvinnor by Stieg
Larsson PrinciPal caSt Michael Nyqvist, Noomi Rapace, Lena Endre, Sven-Bertil Taube,
Peter Haber, Marika Lagercrantz PrODucer Søren Stærmose PrODuceD by Yellow Bird in
co-production with ZDF Enterprises (Ger), SVT (Sveriges Television) AB and Nordisk Film, in
collaboration with DR (Den), TV2 Norge (Nor), Nordisk Film & TV Fond, Filmpool Stockholm
Mälardalen, Spiltan and Film i Väst AB, with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Peter
“Piodor” Gustafsson and the Danish Film Institute Screening DetailS 35 mm, 145 min
releaSeD February 27, 2009 SaleS Zodiak International

Born in 1961, niels arden Oplev graduated from the National Film School of
Denmark in 1989. His first feature film Portland (1996) was selected for the main
competition in Berlin and his second feature Chop Chop (Fukssvansen, 2001)
received both National Danish Film Awards Bodil and Robert. Oplev’s We Shall
Overcome (Drømmen, 2006) won a Crystal Bear at the Berlin Film Festival in 2006.
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Glowing Stars

Jenna lives two, parallel lives. While experiencing the thrills and sensations of
adolescence, her mother is dying. Jenna struggles to find herself while facing
up to the fear of life without her mum.

Original title I taket lyser stjärnorna DirectOr Lisa Siwe Screenwriter Linn Gottfridsson PrinciPal caSt Josefine Mattsson, Mika Berntsdotter Ahlén, Annika Hallin, Anki Lidén,
Samuel Haus PrODucer Anders Landström PrODuceD by Filmlance International AB
Screening DetailS 35mm, 86 min releaSeD January 30, 2009 SaleS Delphis Films

Glowing Stars marks lisa Siwe’s cinematic directing debut. Previously, she
directed the film Firewall (Brandvägg, 2006) for television, based on a Henning
Mankell novel. Born in 1968 in Göteborg, Siwe is a graduate of Stockholms
Filmskola and the University College of Film. Her graduation film Birthdays and
Other Disasters (Födelsedagar och andra katastrofer, 1999) was awarded at
the Karlovy Vary Film Festival, and also landed her a position as scriptwriter and
director at the Madstonefilms Company in New York, where she remained for
two years.

Greetings from the Woods DOc

With visual precision and an eye for detail, feature film debutant Mikel Cee
Karlsson portrays man and his environment, taking a small village deep in the
Swedish forest as his starting point. Over a four year period, Karlsson
gathered unique footage of a Sweden of today, where reality trickles in
relentlessly behind the well-manicured hedges. The film’s specially-composed
soundtrack has been released by the record company Kning Disk.
Original title Hälsningar från skogen DirectOr Mikel Cee Karlsson PrODucer Erik
Hemmendorff PrODuceD by Plattform Produktion in co-production with SVT (Sveriges
Television) AB, Film i Väst AB, Film i Halland with support from the Swedish Film Institute/
Tove Torbiörnsson and the Swedish Arts Grants Committee Screening DetailS HDCam,
75 min releaSeD March 27, 2009 SaleS Plattform Distribution

Mikel cee Karlsson, born in 1977 in Varberg, graduated from the School of Film
Directing in Göteborg in 2005. A former professional skateboarder in the US,
Mikel has worked as a freelance photographer and filmmaker since 1999. In 2002
he founded the Swedish skateboarding magazine Leif, for which he is a writer and
photographer, and he is also one of the founders of the AtAt Skateboarding brand.
Together with Andreas Nilsson he has made a number of highly acclaimed music
videos for artists including José Gonzalez, Bonde do Role and The Perishers.

Guidance

An alternative motivation camp falls apart as the coach in charge proves to be
in worse shape than the patient and is discovered to have a strange hidden
agenda.

Original title Guidance DirectOr Johan Jonason Screenwriter Johan Jonason
PrinciPal caSt Björn Andersson, Eva Fritjofson, Emil Johnsen, Yvonne Lombard, Vanna
Rosenberg PrODucerS Mimmi Spång, Rebecka Lafrenz PrODuceD by Garagefilm AB
with support from Rookie (SVT (Sveriges Television) AB, Film i Väst AB, the Swedish Film
Institute), Filmpool Nord Screening DetailS 35mm, 80 min tO be releaSeD 2009
SaleS TBA

Johan Jonason, born 1970 in Stockholm, started making films while
studying Fine Art in London. In 2003, his short film Terrible Boy won the
prestigious award 1 km film at Stockholm Int’l Film Festival and was also
nominated for the annual Swedish Film Award. In 2006, Jonason directed the
40-minutes long News in the Archipelago (Nyheter i skärgården). Guidance
is Jonason’s feature film debut. He is currently working on the script of his next
feature.
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Images from the Playground DOc
In the early 50s, Ingmar Bergman got himself a cine-camera, a 9.5 mm Bell &
Howell, which he often used both privately and in his work. Images from the
Playground presents these films, providing a diverse representation of one of
the greatest artists in cinema. This imagery from the director’s grown-up
playground is accompanied by Bergman’s own commentaries from various
interviews.

Original title Bilder från lekstugan DirectOr Stig Björkman Screenwriter Stig

Björkman PrinciPal caSt Bibi Andersson, Harriet Andersson, Ingmar Bergman, Victor
Sjöström PrODucerS Stina Gardell, Jon Asp, Ingrid Dahlberg PrODuceD by Ingmar
Bergman Foundation in co-production with Mantaray Film, with support from World Cinema
Foundation and the Swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson Screening DetailS
Digimaster, 28 min tO be releaSeD 2009 SaleS Svensk Filmindustri, AB

Stig björkman is a film critic and writer who has worked on foreign film
magazines such as Cahiers du Cinéma and Sight & Sound. As a filmmaker he
is known for his documentaries Ingmar Bergman (1971), and Tranceformer
(1997) on Lars von Trier.

In Your Veins

Eva and Erik, two young people in Stockholm, fall madly in love. Eva resists, a
relationship is too much of a risk. She’s a security officer who works nights.
He’s a cop. Both are lonely. While Erik isn’t alone by choice, Eva has
something to hide: her addiction to heroin. In Your Veins is based on a true
story.
Original title I skuggan av värmen DirectOr Beata Gårdeler Screenwriter Karin
Arrhenius, based on the novel I skuggan av värmen by Lotta Thell PrinciPal caSt Malin
Crépin, Joel Kinnaman PrODucer Anna Croneman PrODuceD by Bob Film Sweden, in
co-production with Svensk Filmindustri AB, Filmpool Nord, Film i Väst AB, SF Norge (Nor),
with support from Nordisk Film & TV Fond and the Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor”
Gustafsson Screening DetailS 35mm, 90 min releaSeD March 20, 2009 SaleS
Svensk Filmindustri, AB

beata gårdeler has been working with casting and assistant directing
together with, among others, Jan Troell and Jens Jonsson since 1993. She
directed the TV-series Spung and Lite som du, and also the short film 2010,
which won the Viewer’s Choice – Short Story Award at the Göteborg Int’l Film
Festival in 2006. In Your Veins (I skuggan av värmen) is Gårdeler’s feature
debut.

Kenny Begins

Kenny Starfighter is probably the worst student the Hero Galaxy Academy has
ever had. When Kenny accidentally crash-lands on Earth, he bumps into
Pontus, a bullied 15-year-old boy who has found a mysterious crystal which
has given him super powers. But Rutger Oversmart, the most intelligent man
in the Universe, is out to squeeze the powers out of Pontus. Can Kenny
Starfighter save a teenage boy’s life?
Original title Kenny Begins DirectOrS Carl Åstrand, Mats Lindberg ScreenwriterS
Lars Vasa Johansson, Carl Åstrand, Mats Lindberg PrinciPal caSt Johan Rheborg, Bill
Skarsgård, Carla Abrahamsen, Jan Mybrand PrODucer Patrick Rhyborn PrODuceD by
Fladen Film in co-production with SVT (Sveriges Television) AB, Nordisk Film, Filmgate,
Ihrevik, Film i Skåne, Lunatic Speed, Seat 13, with support from Nordisk Film & TV Fond
and the Swedish Film Institute/Johan Bogaeus. Screening DetailS 35mm, 89 min
releaSeD March 25, 2009 SaleS TrustNordisk

An internationally acclaimed director of commercials, carl Åstrand has been
behind a number of TV series, and also directed the short film ABBA Our Last
Video Ever, which he wrote together with Björn Ulvaeus. Mats lindberg is
also a successful international director of commercials. With Traktor, he has
directed videos for artists including Madonna, The Prodigy and Fatboy Slim.
Åstrand and Lindberg wrote and directed the Swedish TV series Kenny
Starfighter together with Pontus Löwenhielm.
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Mamma Moo and Crow

Mamma Moo is a typical cow, except that she wants to do so many un-cowlike things! Her idea of fun is biking and dancing, and when she meets Crow
her happiness is complete – the fun is so much greater when you have a
friend. But there’s a catch; Crow does not want to be friends with a cow,
especially not such a peculiar one…

Original title Mamma Mu och Kråkan DirectOr Igor Veyshtagin Screenwriter
Jujja Wieslander (based on her books) PrODucer Johanna Bergenstråhle PrODuceD
by Svensk Filmindustri AB in co-production with Telepool/Daina Sacco (Ger), Studio
Baestarts/Attila Szabo (Hu), Film i Väst AB/Tomas Eskilsson, SVT (Sveriges Television)
AB/Kristina Colliander with support from the Swedish Film Institute/Johan Bogaeus
Screening DetailS 35mm, 78 min releaSeD September 19, 2008 SaleS Svensk
Filmindustri, AB

igor Veyshtagin has worked on animation for a number of commercials and
films since 1992. He was the animation director of Captain Sabertooth
(Kaptein Sabeltann, 2003), and in 2005 he directed Loranga, Muffin &
Dartanjang (Loranga, Masarin & Dartanjang).

Mammoth

Leo and Ellen are a successful New York couple, totally immersed in their work.
Leo is the creator of a booming website, and has stumbled into a world of
money and big decisions. Ellen is a dedicated emergency surgeon who devotes
her long shifts to saving lives. Their 8-year-old daughter Jackie spends most of
her time with her Filipino nanny Gloria, a situation that is making Ellen start to
question her priorities. When Leo travels to Thailand on business, he unwittingly
sets off a chain of events that will have dramatic consequences for everyone.
Original title Mammoth DirectOr Lukas Moodysson Screenwriter Lukas Moodysson
PrinciPal caSt Gael García Bernal, Michelle Williams, Marife Necesito, Sophie Nyweide, Tom

McCarthy PrODucer Lars Jönsson PrODuceD by Memfis Film AB in co-production with
Zentropa Entertainments5 ApS (Den), Zentropa Entertainments Berlin GmbH (Ger), Film i Väst AB,
SVT (Sveriges Television) AB, TV2 Denmark (Den), with support from the Swedish Film Institute/
Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson, Eurimages (Fra), Nordisk Film & TV Fond, Medienboard BerlinBrandenburg GmbH (Ger), Filmförderungsanstalt (Ger), Danish Film Institute, Media Programme
Screening DetailS 35mm, 125 min releaSeD January 23, 2009 SaleS TrustNordisk

lukas Moodysson was born in 1969. He has previously directed five
feature films: Show Me Love (Fucking Åmål, 1998), Together (Tillsammans,
2000), Lilya 4-Ever (Lilja 4-ever, 2002), A Hole In My Heart (Ett hål i mitt
hjärta, 2004) and Container (2006).

El Médico – The Cubaton Story

Two men struggle in Cuba. El Médico, a young Cuban doctor and musician, is
trying to get a better life for his family. Michel, a European music producer,
wants fame and fortune. It is a struggle of minds: one sees the music as an
authentic expression of Cuban culture and history, the other sees it as a
commercial product to be sold by any means necessary.

Original title El Médico – The Cubaton Story DirectOr Daniel Fridell PrinciPal caSt
Raynier Casamayor Grinan, Michel Miglis PrODucerS Thomas Allercrantz, Adel Kjellström
PrODuceD by Röde Orm Film in co-production with Elfvik Film, Filmtower Kuubis (Est),
Cineworks (Fin), Colorfront (Hun), Filmpool Nord, SVT (Sveriges Television) AB, Topaz Sound,
Europa Sound, Filmpool Stockholm-Mälardalen, with support from the Swedish Film Institute/
Tove Torbiörnsson and Piodor Gustafsson, Estonian Film Foundation, Estonian Ministry of
culture, Finnish Film Foundation Screening DetailS 35mm, 85 minutes tO be releaSeD
2009 SaleS MonteCristo International Entertainment

Daniel Fridell, born in 1967, was educated at European Film Academy in
Berlin and Judith Weston Academy in USA. He has directed seven features
since his debut in 1993, e.g. The Searchers (Sökarna, 1993), Beneath the
Surface (Under ytan, 1997). Fridell is currently in preparation for his next
feature, the prequel to My Life As a Dog (Mitt liv som hund, 1985).
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Metropia

It’s 2024. The Trexx Group has connected all of Europe’s subway systems into
a gigantic network. Roger lives in the suburbs. He hates his job, his relationship is falling apart and he can’t sleep at night. One day, he hears a stranger’s
voice inside his head. He decides to find out where it comes from. The truth
has consequences beyond his worst fears.
Original title Metropia DirectOr Tarik Saleh ScreenwriterS Fredrik Edin, Stig Larsson,

Tarik Saleh VOiceS Vincent Gallo, Juliette Lewis, Udo Kier, Stellan Skarsgård, Alexander
Skarsgård, Fares Fares, Sofia Helin PrODucer Kristina Åberg PrODuceD by Atmo Metro
AB, in co-production with Zentropa (Den), Tordenfilm (Nor), SVT (Sveriges Television) AB/
Gunnar Carlsson, Film i Väst/Tomas Eskilsson, Sandrew Metronome/Birgitta Holmar, with
support from Eurimages (Fra), the Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustavsson, Danish
Film Institute, Norwegian Film Fund, NFTF, Media Programme, and in association with
Canal+,YLE, NRK Screening DetailS 35mm, 86 min tO be releaSeD October 9, 2009
SaleS TrustNordisk

tarik Saleh, born in 1972, has directed several award-winning documentaries, most recently Gitmo – The New Rules of War, which premiered at IDFA
Amsterdam in 2005 and was highly acclaimed on its US premiere in March
2006. He is behind numerous animated shorts and is one of the founders of
the production company Atmo.

A Midsummer Night’s Party

With the Swedish summer at its height, a young man is searching for the
woman of his dreams. In pursuit of love he sets sail for a Midsummer party in
the seductive Swedish archipelago. Comedy and romance are the main
ingredients in this story of young, urban and self-conscious people in a high
society setting.

Original title Sommaren med Göran DirectOr Staffan Lindberg Screenwriter
Peter Magnusson PrinciPal caSt Peter Magnusson, David Hellenius, Mirja Turestedt,
Moa Gammel PrODucer Lena Rehnberg PrODuceD by Stellanova Film in co-production
with Film i Väst AB, Nordisk Film, TV4 AB, Chimney Pot AB, Ljudligan Väst, Dagsljus Film
Equipment AB, Acorn Invest AB, Nordisk Film Post Production AB Screening DetailS 35
mm, 96 min tO be releaSeD July 31, 2009 SaleS TrustNordisk

Staffan lindberg has worked as an actor for 15 years in various theatres in
Sweden, as a stand-up comedian for three years, and as scriptwriter for
several comedy series. He is also the director and producer of the well-known
Swedish comedy series Hey Baberiba. This is his debut feature.

Miss Kicki

Kicki has met the love of her life, the Taiwanese businessman Mr Chang, on
the Internet. But when Kicki’s mother falls ill, she is faced with the fact that she
needs to take care of her 16-year-old son Viktor, who grew up with his
grandmother. Kicki decides to take Viktor to Taiwan but never tells him about
the real reason for the trip. Miss Kicki is a story about our frequent need to get
lost before we can find our home.

Original title Miss Kicki DirectOr Håkon Liu Screenwriter Alex Haridi PrODucer
Lizette Jonjic PrODuceD by Migma West HB with support from Rookie (SVT (Sveriges
Television) AB, Film i Väst AB, the Swedish Film Institute) Screening DetailS 35mm, appr
90 min tO be releaSeD 2009 SaleS TBA

Håkon liu was born in 1975 in Kirkenes, Norway but grew up in Taiwan. He
graduated from the School of Film Directing at Göteborg University in 2005,
and also studied art at The Oslo National Academy of the Arts. Miss Kicki is
Liu’s feature film debut after shorts such as Nights in love (2004) and Lucky
Blue (2007, nominated for a Swedish Film Award), and the TV-series Habib
(2008).
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Mr Governor DOc

Over a year, we follow the former Swedish Minister of Defense, Anders Björck,
in his work as Governor of Uppsala County. The official position is almost 400
years old, and the job consists of sitting at a big desk, having lunch meetings
with other governors, cutting ribbons at opening ceremonies, holding
speeches and eating dinner with the King and Queen of Sweden. It is hard
work, but someone has to do it. Björck gives the viewer full access, making
this personal portrait both humorous and very, very serious.

Original title H:r Landshövding DirectOr Måns Månsson PrODucer Martin Persson
PrODuceD by Anagram Produktion AB in co-production with Helsinki Filmi Oy (Fin) with
support from the Swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson Screening DetailS 35mm,
82 min releaSeD Dec 5, 2008 SaleS Deckert Distribution

Måns Månsson was born in Stockholm in 1982. His films have been
screened at various festivals around the world, including Slamdance, the
Edinburgh Int’l Film Festival and Hot Docs. In 2006, his widely-acclaimed film
Kinchen, about Swedish sports commentator Lasse Kinch, was nominated for
a Swedish Film Award.

The Queen and I DOc

Director Nahid Persson Sarvestani is a filmmaker and former revolutionary
who helped to overthrow the monarchy in Iran’s 1979 revolution. Having made
two documentaries with anti-Islamist messages, she decided to make a film
about the former queen Farah Diba, her old adversary. Both are women living
in exile. Over a two year period, the two confront each other about their past,
question their former beliefs, and share their grievances. Their relationship
grows as they realize they have much in common as two strong women who
have risen above hardships to continue evolving towards a positive future.
Original title Drottningen och jag DirectOr Nahid Persson Sarvestani PrODucer

Nahid Persson Sarvestani PrODuceD by RealReel Doc in co-production with SVT
(Sveriges Television) AB, NHK (Jap), ARD (Ger), YLE (Fin), with support from the Swedish
Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson Screening DetailS Digibeta, 90 min tO be
releaSeD February 13, 2009 SaleS Shoreline Entertainment

nahid Persson Sarvestani was born and raised in Iran. In Sweden she
worked with radio before attending a Film and TV education in 1993. In 2003
she attended The Masterclass at the University College of Film. Her feature
documentary Prostitution Behind the Veil (Prostitution bakom slöjan, 2004),
about two young prostitutes in modern day Iran – received more than 20
awards worldwide and was also nominated for an Emmy.

A Rational Solution

A Rational Solution is a tragicomic drama about active church member and
paper mill worker Erland Fjellgren, who is suddenly overcome with a wild
passion: he falls in love with his best friend’s wife. His rational solution – for
everyone concerned to sit down, discuss the situation and then all try to live
together in his and his wife’s house – sets them on a fateful course that
threatens to plunge them all into the abyss.

Original title Det enda rationella DirectOr Jörgen Bergmark Screenwriter Jens
Jonsson PrODucer Helena Danielsson PrODuceD by Hepp Film in co-production with
Pandora Film Produktion (Ger), Blind Spot Pictures (Fin) and Lucky Red (Ita) Screening
DetailS 35mm, 90 min tO be releaSeD August 28, 2009 SaleS The Match Factory

Jörgen bergmark, born in 1964, has worked his way through TV, film and
stage drama as a writer, producer and director, especially of television series
and short films. He also works with script consultancy, and is currently writing
and developing several features and TV series both on his own and together
with other writers and directors.
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Starring Maja

18-year-old Maja’s dream is to become an actress. She wants to be the
centre of attention, wants everyone to see her, to see the beautiful human
being she is on the inside. Unfortunately, that person is somewhat hard to see.
Grossly overweight, clumsy and socially inept, Maja’s road to success is
paved with humour and tragedy as she is dogged by the prejudices of the
people around her.
Original title Prinsessa DirectOr Teresa Fabik Screenwriter Teresa Fabik PrinciPal
caSt Zandra Andersson, Moa Silén, Anastasios Soulis, Maria Lundqvist PrODucerS Sandra

Harms PrODuceD by Breidablick Film in co-production with Film i Väst AB, Fastnet Films,
Sonet Film and Kanal 5, in co-operation with Film i Dalarna and Canal +, with support from the
Swedish Film Institute/Lisa Ohlin and Irish Film Board/Simon Perry Screening DetailS 35
mm, appr 90 min tO be releaSeD Autumn 2009 SaleS Svensk Filmindustri, AB

teresa Fabik studied film at Stockholm University 1996-1997, and film
directing at Stockholms Filmskola 1997-1998. Her short film The Last
Waltz (En sista vals, 2001) received a number of awards at various film
festivals. Fabik’s first feature film, The Ketchup Effect (Hip Hip Hora!,
2004) was seen by over 300,000 Swedish moviegoers and received a
number of awards, including an Amanda Award, the Canal + Award, and the
Nordic Debutant Award at the Göteborg Int’l Film Festival.

The Swimsuit Issue

After a wild bachelor party and a painful defeat in floor ball, Fredrik, an
out-of-work, over the hill, would-be athlete discovers his passion and talent
for synchronized swimming. He soon dreams of competing for gold with his
friends as Sweden’s only male team at the world championships in Berlin.
Original title Allt flyter DirectOr Måns Herngren ScreenwriterS Jane Magnusson,
Måns Herngren PrinciPal caSt Jonas Inde, Amanda Davin, Paula McManus, Benny Haag,
Kalle Westerdahl, Jimmy Lindström, Peter Gardiner, Henrik Svalander, Ossi Niskala, Ia
Langhammer PrODucer Rebecka Hamberger PrODuceD by Fladen Film, in co-production with Nordisk Film, SVT (Sveriges Television) AB, Gädda Five, Zentropa Entertainments
Berlin (Ger) and Filmpool Stockholm-Mälardalen, with support from the Swedish Film
Institute/Lisa Ohlin, Nordisk Film & TV Fond, Medienboard Berlin Brandenburg (Ger)
Screening DetailS 35mm, 100 min releaSeD December 25, 2008 SaleS TrustNordisk

Born in 1965 in Stockholm, Måns Herngren has, together with Hannes
Holm, written and directed five comedies: feature debut One in a Million (En
på miljonen, 1995), followed by box office and festival hit Adam & Eve (Adam &
Eva, 1997), Shit Happens (Det blir aldrig som man tänkt sig, 2000), The
Reunion (Klassfesten, 2003) and Every Other Week (Varannan vecka, 2006).
Herngren has also directed several TV-series and commercials. In 2007, he
wrote the script for Wonderful and Loved by All (Underbar och älskad av alla).

The Wedding Photographer

Robin, a wedding photographer from a remote spot in Värmland, is commissioned to photograph an upper class wedding in Djursholm, Stockholm. He
falls in love with the bride’s sister and goes through a make-over, trying to fit
into this ‘posh’ world. The result is…well, so-so.

Original title Bröllopsfotografen DirectOr Ulf Malmros Screenwriter Ulf Malmros
PrinciPal caSt Björn Starrin, Tuva Novotny, Kjell Bergqvist PrODucer Jan Blomgren
PrODuceD by Bob Film Sweden AB in co-production with Film i Väst AB, TV4 AB, with
support from the Swedish Film Institute/Lisa Ohlin Screening DetailS 35 mm, 108 min
tO be releaSeD October 16, 2009 SaleS NonStop Sales

ulf Malmros, born in 1965, is the director of several critically acclaimed
TV-series and feature films, among them the award-winning Report to Heaven
(Rapport till himlen,1994) and A Summer Tale (Den bästa sommaren, 2000).
Malmros has also directed Have a Wonderful Life (Ha ett underbart liv, 1992),
We Can Be Heroes! (Bäst i Sverige, 2002), Slim Susie (Smala Sussie, 2003)
and God Save the King (Tjenare Kungen, 2005), the latter scooping a
Swedish Film Award for Best Director.
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Production
companies
Acne Film AB
Lilla Nygatan 23
SE-111 28 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 555 799 00
ks@acne.se
www.acne.se
Anagram Produktion AB
Lilla Fiskaregatan 5
SE-222 22 Lund
Phone: +46 46 15 97 50
Fax:+46 46 13 11 20
info@anagramproduktion.se
www. anagramproduktion.se
ATMO
Götgatan 9
SE-116 46 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 462 26 90
Fax: +46 8 462 26 97
kristina@atmo.se
www.atmo.se
Auto Images AB
Monbijougatan 17e
SE-211 53 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 661 01 60
auto@autoimages.se
www.autoimages.se
Bob Film Sweden AB
Hökens gata 10
SE-116 46 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 930 90
Fax: +46 8 556 930 99
bob@bobfilmsweden.com
www.bobfilmsweden.com
Breidablick Film AB
Jungfrugatan 6
SE-114 44 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 564 118 90
Fax: +46 8 30 52 60
breidablick@breidablick.com
www.breidablick.com
Canal+ Television AB
Regeringsgatan 25
SE-115 84 Stockholm
Phone: +46 20 24 00 24
info@canalplus.se
www.canalplus.se
Charon Film AB
Eldholmen, Lennartsnäs
SE-196 92 Kungsängen
Phone /Fax:
+46 8 584 503 90
info@charon.se
www.charon.se
Cinenic Film
Djupedalsgatan 2
SE-413 07 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 126521
www.cinenicfilm.se
CO.Film AB
Ringvägen 37
SE -118 63 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 658 44 46
christina@co-film.se
www.co-film.se
Dansk Skalle AB
Falsterbogatan 18b
SE-214 36 Malmö
info@danskskalle.se
www.danskskalle.se

Direktörn & Fabrikörn
Köpmannagatan 10
SE-931 31 Skellefteå
Phone: +46 910 77 90 80
mathias@tompta.com
www.dreamfield.se
Doppelganger Film
Tegelbruksvägen 5
SE-126 32 Hägersten
www.doppelganger.se
Drama Svecia
Sturegatan 58
SE-114 36 Stockholm
elly@dramasvecia.se
www.dramasvecia.se

Final Cut Film Production
Forbindelsesvej 7
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
Phone: +45 35 436 043
final-cut@final-cut.dk
www.final-cut.dk
Flodellfilm
Sturegatan 58
SE-114 36 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 587 505 10
Fax: +46 8 587 505 51
info@flodellfilm.se
www.flodellfilm.se

Dramatiska Institutet
Box 27090
SE-102 51 Stockholm
kansli@draminst.se
www.dramatiskainstitutet.se

Garagefilm AB
Kornhamnstorg 6
SE-111 27 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 133 65
Fax: +46 8 30 99 34
info@garagefilm.se
www.garagefilm.se

Eden Film
Erstagatan 3F
116 28 Stockholm
Phone /Fax: +
46 8 641 75 78
info@edenfilm.se
www.edenfilm.se

Gilda Film AB
Gotlandsgatan 72
SE-116 38 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 034 24
Fax: +46 8 556 034 27
info@gildafilm.se
www.gildafilm.se

EFTI
Humlegårdsgatan 6
SE-114 46 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 678 12 10
Fax: +46 8 678 12 11
info@efti.se
www.efti.se

Giraff Film AB
Rådstugatan 7
SE- 972 38 Luleå
Phone: + 46 920-22 01 90
Fax: + 46 920-22 01 04
agneta@giraff-film.se

Elfvik Film
Herserudsvägen 5
SE-181 34 Lidingö
Phone: +46 8 667 84 20
Fax: +46 8 667 00 88
info@elfvikfilm.se
www.elfvikfilm.se
Fasad Film
Bastugatan 45
SE-118 25 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 658 4244
erika@fasad.se
www.fasad.se
Filmgate AB
Järntorget 3
SE-413 04 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 7010200
Fax: +46 31 7010218
info@filmgate.se
www.filmgate.se
Filmkreatörerna AB
Adlerbethsgatan 19
SE-112 55 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 440 75 65
Fax: +46 8 440 75 69
info@filmkreatorerna.com
www.filmkreatorerna.com
Filmlance International AB
P.O. Box 27156
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 459 73 80
Fax: +46 8 459 73 89
filmlance@filmlance.se
www.filmlance.se
Filmtecknarna F.
Animation AB
Renstiernas Gata 12
SE-116 28 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 442 73 00
Fax: +46 8 442 73 19
ft@filmtecknarna.se
www.filmtecknarna.se

GF Studios
Stockholmsvägen 18
SE-181 33 Lidingö
Phone: +46 8 446 09 31
Fax: +46 8 446 05 18
info@gfstudios.se
www.gfstudios.se
GötaFilm AB
Konstepidemins väg 6
SE-413 14 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 82 55 70
Fax: +46 31 82 08 60
gotafilm@gotafilm.se
www.gotafilm.se
Hepp Film
Kastellgatan 13
SE-211 48 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 98 44 62
susanne.lundberg@heppfilm.se
www.heppfilm.se
HOBAB
P.O. Box 270 83
SE-102 51 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 666 36 10
peter@hobab.se
www.hobab.se
Hysteria Film AB
Volundsgatan 10
SE-113 21 Stockholm
Phone /Fax:
+46 8 31 54 35
hysteria@hysteriafilm.se
www.hysteriafilm.se
Illusion Film AB
Tredje Långgatan 13
SE-413 03 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 775 28 50
Fax: +46 31 775 28 80
info@illusionfilm.se
www.illusionfilm.se

Ironwood Films AB
P.O. Box 27093
SE-102 51 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 666 36 37
info@ironwoodfilms.com
www.ironwoodfilms.com

Plattform Produktion
Vallgatan 9d
SE-411 16 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 711 66 60
mail@plattformproduktion.se
www.plattformproduktion.se

Kanal 5 AB
SE- 114 99 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 52055555
www.kanal5.se

RealReel Production
Brevduvevägen 12
SE- 756 53 Uppsala
Phone: +46 18 32 16 38
Fax: +46 8 661 21 31
info@realreel.se
www.realreel.se

Kasper Collin Produktion
Ekedalsgatan 49A
SE-41468 Göteborg
Phone /Fax:
+46 8 661 21 51 61
kasper.collin@comhem.se
Kostr-Film
Västmannagatan 51
SE-113 25 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 611 10 87
contact@kostrfilm.com
www.kostrfilm.com
Lisbet Gabrielsson
Film AB
Allévägen 6
SE-132 42 Saltsjö-Boo
Phone: +46 8 715 32 90
Fax: +46 8 715 10 76
lisbet@minmail.net
www.lisbetgabrielssonfilm.se
Memfis Film AB
Kornhamnstorg 6, 3tr
SE-111 27 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 33 55 76
Fax: +46 8 30 99 34
memfis@memfis.se
www.memfis.se
Migma Film AB
S:t Paulsgatan 22B
SE-118 48 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 653 93 40
info@migmafilm.se
www.migmafilm.se
Moviola Film &
Television AB
C/o Nordisk Film
P.O. Box 271 84
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 601 32 10
ingemar@moviola.se
www.moviola.se
Nordisk Film
Production AB
Tegeluddsvägen 80
P.O. Box 271 84
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 601 32 10
contact@nordiskfilm.com
www.nordiskfilm.com
OmegaFilm AB
Bromma Kyrkväg 459B
SE-168 58 Bromma
Phone: +46 8 564 808 20
Fax: +46 8 564 832 10
lennart@omegafilm.se
www.omegafilm.se
Pinguinfilm AB
Östgötagatan 14
SE-116 25 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 640 03 50
info@pinguin.se
www.pinguin.se

Röde Orm Film
P.O. Box 381 04
SE-100 64 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 640 21 80
info@rodeormfilm.se
www.rodeormfilm.se
Scanbox Entertainment
Sweden AB
Förmansvägen 2
SE-117 43 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 787 80
Fax: +46 8 545 787 89
annat@scanbox.com
www.scanbox.com
Sonet Film AB
Greta Garbos väg 13
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 710 44 60
www.sonetfilm.se
Speedfilm AB
Borgvägen 1, Box 27139
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 666 37 33
francy@speedfilm.se
www.speedfilm.se
s/s Fladen Film AB
P.O. Box 222 39
SE-104 22 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 064 50
Fax: +46 8 545 064 59
info@fladenfilm.se
www.fladenfilm.se
Stellanova Film
Rörstrandsgatan 46
SE-113 33 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8310440
info@stellanovafilm.com
www.stellanovafilm.com

Studio 24
Sibyllegatan 24
SE-114 42 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 662 57 00
Fax: +46 8 662 92 40
studio24@royandersson.com
www.royandersson.com
AB Svensk Filmindustri
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 680 37 66
johan.mardell@sf.se
www.sf.se
Sweetwater AB
Grev Turegatan 21
SE-114 38 Stockholm
Phone: 46 8 662 14 70
Fax: 46 8 662 14 71
info@sweetwater.se
www.sweetwater.se
Tre Vänner Produktion
Ragvaldsgatan 14
SE-118 46 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 092 40
Fax: +46 8 556 092 49
info@trevanner.se
www.trevanner.se
TV4 AB
SE-115 79 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 4594000
Fax: +46 8 4594444
www.tv4.se
WG Film
Västergatan 23
SE-211 21 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 23 20 98
Fax: +46 40 23 35 10
film@wgfilm.com
www.wgfilm.com
Yellow Bird
Magasin 1, Frihamnen
Box 27034
102 51 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 50 30 77 00
Fax: +46 8 50 30 77 01
info@yellowbird.se
www.yellowbird.se
ZingoFilm & TV AB
Tavastgatan 21
SE-118 24 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 531 800 12
info@zingofilm.se
www.zingofilm.se

Stiftelsen Ingmar Bergman
c/o Svenska Filminstitutet
Box 27126
SE-10252 Stockholm
Direct +46 0 8 665 11 76
info@ingmarbergman.se
www.ingmarbergman.se
St Paul Film
Tjärhovsgatan 4
SE-116 21 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 505 248 00
Fax: +46 8 505 248 01
info@stpaul.se
www.stpaul.se
Story AB
Virkesvägen 2a
SE-120 30 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 15 62 80
Fax: +46 8 15 62 82
jenny@story.se
www.story.se
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NEW docs
Companies
Sales Companies
Autlook Filmsales GmbH
Trappelgasse 4/17
1040 Vienna
Austria
Phone: +43 720 34 69 34
Fax: +43 720 34 69 34 55
welcome@autlookfilm.com
www.autlookfilms.com
Bavaria Film International
Bavariafilmplatz 8
D-82031 Geiselgasteig
Germany
Phone: + 49 89 64 99 35 31
info@bavaria-filminternational.de
www.bavaria-filminternational.com
Coproduction Office
24 rue Lamaritime
75009 Paris
France
Tel +331 5602 6000
Fax +331 5602 6001
info@coproductionoffice.eu
www.coproductionoffice.eu
Deckert Distribution gmbh
Marienplatz 1
041 03 Leipzig
Germany
Phone: +49 341 215 66 38
Fax: +49 341 215 66 39
info@deckert-distribution.com
www.deckert-distribution.com
Delphis Films Inc
225 Roy St East, suite 200,
Montreal, PQ,
Canada H2W 1M5
Tel. 1 514 843 3355 x 237 | Fax:
1 514 843 9574
www.delphisfilms.com
Films Transit International
Inc.
252 Gouin Boulevard East
Montreal. Quebec.
Canada H3L 1A8
Phone: +1 514 844 3358
Fax: +1 514 844 7298
office@filmstransit.com
www.filmstransit.com
The Match Factory
Balthasarstr. 79-81
506 70 Cologne
Germany
Phone: +49 221 539 7090
Fax: +49 221 539 70 910
info@matchfactory.de
www.the-match-factory.com
NonStop Sales AB
Döbelnsgatan 24
SE-113 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 673 99 80
Fax: +46 8 673 99 88
info@nonstopsales.net
www.nonstopsales.net
Post Scriptum & Media
Åkantsgränd 9
SE-163 41 Spånga
Phone: +46 8 760 52 47
ulla.aspgren@comhem.se
www.postscriptummedia.com
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Shoreline Entertainment
1875 Century Park East, Ste 600
Los Angeles, CA 90067
USA
Phone +1 310 551 2060
Fax +1 702 974 0707
info@shorelineentertainment.com
www.shorelineentertainment.com
AB Svensk Filmindustri
International Sales
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 710 44 22
international@sf.se
www.sfinternational.se
SVT Sales
Hangövägen 18
SE-105 10 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 784 86 14
Fax: +46 8 784 60 75
svtsales@svt.se
www.svtsales.com
Telepicture Marketing
16 Gun Wharf
124 Wapping High Street
London E1W 2NJ
UK
Phone: +44 20 7265 1644
Fax: +44 20 7481 2766
charlotta.bjuvman@dial.pipex.com
www.telepicturemarketing.com
TrustNordisk
Filmbyen 12
DK-2650 Hvidovre
Denmark
Phone: +45 36 86 87 88
Fax: +45 36 77 44 48
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
Village srl
Strada delle Piane 9
IT-00063 Campagno di Roma
Italy
Phone: +39 06 907 70 33
Fax: +39 06 907 70 36
village@mclink.it
www.villagefilm.com
WIDE Management
40, rue Sainte-Anne
75002 Paris
France
Phone: +33 1 53 95 04 64
Fax: +33 1 53 95 04 65
wide@widemanagement.com
www.widemanagement.com
Zodiak International
Second Floor
21 Warple Way
London W3 0RX
UK
Tel+44 20 8600 3780
Fax +44 20 8600 3789
info@zodiakinternational.com
www.zodiakinternational.com

Distributors
Buena Vista
International AB
P.O. Box 181
SE-101 23 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 555 445 00
Fax: +46 8 555 445 88
anna.skogh@disney.com
www.disney.se

Folkets Bio
P.O. Box 170 99
SE-104 62 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 275 20
Fax: +46 8 545 275 27
info@folketsbio.se
www.folketsbio.se
Noble Entertainment
P.O. Box 7130
SE-103 87 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 450 48 90
Fax: +46 8 450 48 99
info@nobleentertainment.com
www.nobleentertainment.com
NonStop
Entertainment AB
Döbelnsgatan 24
SE-113 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 673 99 85
Fax: +46 8 673 99 88
info@nonstopentertainment.com
www.nonstopentertainment.com
Nordisk Film AB
Tegeluddsvägen 80
P.O. Box 271 84
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 587 822 03
contact@nordiskfilm.com
www.nordiskfilm.com
novemberfilm
P.O. Box 200 22
SE-200 74 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 630 99 30
info@novemberfilm.com
www.novemberfilm.com
Sandrew Metronome
Distribution Sverige AB
P.O. Box 5612
SE-114 86 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 762 17 00
Fax: +46 8 10 38 50
info@sandrewmetronome.com
www.sandrewmetronome.com
Scanbox Entertainment
Sweden AB
Förmansvägen 2
SE-117 43 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 787 80
Fax: +46 8 545 787 89
www.scanbox.com
AB Svensk Filmindustri
SE-169 86 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 680 37 04
sffilm@sf.se
www.sf.se
Swedish Film Institute
P.O. Box 27126
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 661 18 20
tomas.johansson@sfi.se
www.sfi.se
Twentieth Century Fox
Sweden AB
P.O. Box 604
SE-169 26 Solna
Phone: +46 8 566 261 00
Fax: +46 8 566 261 49
www.foxfilm.se
United International
Pictures AB
P.O. Box 9502
SE-102 74 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 065 78
Fax: +46 8 556 065 89
louise_bodin@uip.se
www.uip.se

Film Festivals
BUFF – The International
Children and Young
People’s Film Festival
P.O. Box 4277
SE-203 14 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 23 92 11
Fax: +46 40 30 53 22
info@buff.se
www.buff.se
March 16–20, 2010
Göteborg International Film
Festival (GIFF)
Olof Palmes plats
SE-413 04 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 339 30 00
Fax: +46 31 41 00 63
info@filmfestival.org
www.filmfestival.org
Jan 29-Feb 8, 2010
Lund International Fantastic
Film Festival
Box 1626
SE-221 01 Lund
Phone: +46 46 13 21 35
Fax: +46 46 13 21 39
Info@fff.se
www.fff.se
15th Edition, Sep 17-26, 2009
Novemberfestivalen
Magasinsgatan 15
SE-461 30 Trollhättan
Phone: +46 520 49 66 10
Fax: +46 520 399 28
info@novemberfestivalen.nu
www.novemberfestivalen.nu
Nov 27-29, 2009
Stockholm International
Film Festival (SIFF) &
Stockholm International Film
Festival Junior (SIFFJ)
P.O.Box 3136
SE-103 62 Stockholm
Phone: + 46 8 677 50 00
Fax: + 46 8 20 05 90
info@stockholmfilmfestival.se
www.stockholmfilmfestival.se
SIFF: Nov 18-29, 2009
SIFFJ: Apr 19-24, 2010
TEMPO Documentary
Film Festival
Bergsunds Strand 39
P.O. Box 170 99
SE-104 62 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 103 33
Fax: +46 8 545 103 32
info@tempofestival.se
www.tempofestival.se
March 4-8, 2009
Uppsala International Short
Film Festival
P.O. Box 1746
SE-751 47 Uppsala
Phone: +46 18 12 00 25
Fax: +46 18 12 13 50
info@shortfilmfestival.com
www.shortfilmfestival.com
Oct 19-25, 2009

Organizations
Film i Dalarna
Kaserngården 13
SE-791 40 Falun
Phone: +46 23262 75
kontakt@filmidalarna.se
www.filmidalarna.se

Film i Halland
Kulturhuset Fyren
Borgmästargatan 6
SE- 434 32 Kungsbacka
Phone: +46 300 83 47 68
Fax: +46 300-83 48 85
www.filmihalland.nu

Stockholm Film Commission
Ingrid Rudefors
Greta Grabos väg 3
SE-169 40 Stockholm
Phone: +46 70 323 77 71
ingrid.rudefors@stofilm.com
www.stofilm.com

Film i Skåne
Sixten Sparres gata 1
271 39 Ystad, Sweden
Phone: +46 411 558 750
Fax: +46 411 559 740
www.filmiskane.se

Svenska Institutet
The Swedish Institute
P.O. Box 7434
SE-103 91 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 453 78 00
Fax: +46 8 20 72 48
si@si.se
www.si.se

Film i Väst
Box 134
461 23 Trollhättan
Phone: +46 520-49 09 00
Fax: +46 520 49 09 01
info@filmivast.se
www.filmivast.se
Film i Västerbotten
Magasinsgatan 17B
903 27 Umeå
Phone: +46 90-785 46 80, 90
Fax: +46 90-785 46 88
info@filmivasterbotten.com
www.filmivasterbotten.com
Filmpool Nord
Kronan A2
974 42 Luleå
Phone: +46 920 43 40 79
Fax: +46 920 43 40 79
info@fpn.se
www.fpn.se
Filmpool StockholmMälardalen
Greta Garbos väg 3
SE-169 40 Solna
Phone: +46 8 271440
www.fpsm.se
Gotlands filmfond
Mellangatan 15
SE- 621 56 Visby
Phone: +46 498 206207
www.filmpagotland.se
Media Desk Sweden
Swedish Film Institute
P.O. Box 27126
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 662 26 84
mediadesk@sfi.se
www.sfi.se/mediadesk
Mid Nordic Film Commission
Per Hjärpsgård
Krondiksvägen 93
SE-831 83 Östersund
Phone: + 46 73 180 87 97
per@midnordicfilm.com
www.midnordicfilm.com
Nordisk Film & TV Fond
P.O. Box 275
1319 Bekkestua
Norway
Phone: +47 64 00 60 80
Fax: +47 64 00 60 87
info@nordiskfilmogtvfond.com
www.nordiskfilmogtvfond.com
OFF Oberoende Filmares
Filmförbund
Independent Film producers’
Association
P.O. Box 27121
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Phone: +46 8 663 66 55
kansliet@off.se
www.off.se

Swedish Film Institute
P.O. Box 271 26
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 661 18 20
uof@sfi.se
www.sfi.se
Swedish Film Producers
Association
P.O. Box 271 83
SE-102 52 Stockholm
Sweden
Phone: +46 8 665 12 55
Fax: +46 8 666 37 48
info@filmproducers.se
www.filmproducers.se
Swedish Lapland Film
Commission
Berit Tilly
Filmpool Nord AB
Kronan A2
SE-974 42 Luleå
Sweden
Phone: +46 70 330 45 99
berit.tilly@slfc.com
www.slfc.com
Öresund Film Commission
Mikael Svensson
Sixten Sparres gata 1
SE-271 39 Ystad
Sweden
Phone: +46 70 716 32 02
svensson@oresundfilm.com
www.oresundfilm.com
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Photo: Johan Bergmark

Wong Kar-Wai, recipient of the
Stockholm Visionary Award 2008

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES
2009 IS SEPTEMBER 11!

20th Stockholm

International

Film Festival

Nov
18–29
2009

ContaCts
FeStiVAl Director Git Scheynius. ProGrAm mAnAGer George ivanov, film@stockholmfilmfestival.se

www.stockholmfilmfestival.se

